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Abstract 

 

This project included two parts. First, a reconfigurable cell was designed as the DataPath 

Unit (DPU) of a Dynamically Reconfigurable Resource Array (DRRA). In this cell, hardware 

resources were shared to be reused in different configurations. Consequently, the area was 

reduced by 68% in comparison with the previous DPU with the same functionality. It also 

demonstrated better performance at 1GHz. 

 

Second, we implemented a DRRA fabric consisting of 150 coarse grain blocks using an 

improved hierarchical design flow presented in this project. We reused pre-synthesized sub-

modules to eliminate the top-level synthesis thereby decreasing the logic synthesis process run-

time by 92%. Also the pre-placed and routed sub-modules were reused as hard macros during the 

physical synthesis to reduce the design complexity which resulted in speeding up the design 

procedure significantly. 

 

During the routing process, a regular manual routing approach was used. In order to 

exploit net regularity while routing, we developed a package to extract top-level fabric 

interconnection regularity, recognize the representative design unit to be routed manually, and 

propagate the routing to the entire chip. The representative design unit was routed by employing 

a two-stage approach, global routing followed by detailed routing while considering the 

congestion overflow and design rules.  

 

By enabling reusability and exploiting regularity in the proposed hierarchical design 

flow, the design complexity becomes more manageable and designer can improve the design 

quality by focusing on only a small and critical part of the design instead of the whole system. 

Furthermore, using this routing methodology a pattern is replicated across the chip. Therefore, 

the cost of mask design during fabrication process is decreased. Also it results in timing 

uniformity and predictability across the chip. Although the total wire-length increased by 5%, a 

considerable decrease in number of wire segments and vias was observed which results in less 

parasitic capacitance and better manufacturability. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 

An improved hierarchical design flow presented in this project is part of a larger 

framework of Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Architecture (CGRA) and the methodology being 

developed in our group. The CGRA framework is called DRRA – Dynamically Reconfigurable 

Resource Array and is shown in Figure 1. DRRA is a regular tiled fabric of coarse grain building 

blocks like datapath units (DPUs), register files, memory banks, interconnect elements etc. 

DRRA briefly described in Chapter 2, targets high performance digital signal processing 

applications and mimics ASIC like implementation with arbitrary degree of parallelism that is 

decided at compile time but with an intelligent runtime system can be changed at runtime. 

DRRA also features small local control units (programmable FSMs) that are distributed and can 

be chained and/or organized in a hierarchy. The key difference compared to ASIC is that 

customization is at coarse grain building blocks level and not at the standard cell level and the 

customization is a compile time or potentially a runtime decision and the functionality hosted can 

be dynamically reconfigured. In spirit, DRRA is similar to FPGAs, except for being domain 

specific and coarse grained that significantly improves computational and reconfiguration 

efficiency. 

This project had two major goals. First goal was to design a new reconfigurable DataPath 

Unit (DPU) for the DRRA with the purpose of gate count reduction but the same functionality as 

of the previous DPU. This DPU should be able to be configured to operate in different 

computational modes such as serial FIR filter, FFT butterfly, CDMA, etc. 

DRRA is a regular fabric both in architectural and physical design sense and this is 

captured in a parametric template as shown in Figure 1. The second and the main goal of the 

project was to develop a hierarchical physical design flow which is responsible for creating a 

specific instance of the DRRA architecture, a GDSII macro that is input to the application 

mapping flow as a characterized architecture, as shown in Figure 1. The physical design flow is 

hierarchical because the physical design happens in terms of previously designed/hardened 

coarse grain building blocks instead of std-cells. The key improvement proposed in this project, 

compared to state-of-the-art hierarchical physical design flow, is the exploitation of the 
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regularity in DRRA to obviate the need to synthesize some of the key time-consuming physical 

design details like routing, clock tree synthesis etc. These details, instead are captured as part of 

the physical design template and generated with orders of magnitude improved efficiency with 

improved or no loss in the quality of results. The methodology and the experimental results are 

elaborated in Chapters 3. 

The application mapping flow of the DRRA framework, like the physical design flow, is 

also hierarchical and targets automatic compilation of complete sub-systems like the PHY layers 

– modems and codecs – modeled in Simulink. The hierarchy in the application mapping flow 

comes from the use of pre-defined commonly used signal processing functions with multiple 

implementations varying in architectures and degrees of parallelism [1]. The simulink model 

then uses these functions and primitive arithmetic and control operators to capture the sub-

system functionality. After synthesis, if the constraints are not fulfilled, the designer modifies 

some or all three: the model, the performance and energy constraints expressed in cycles and 

joules and the dimension of the DRRA fabric to use. 

 

Figure 1. DRRA Design Flow. 
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The DRRA flow presented in Figure 1 is in line with the two well recognized 

evolutionary trends in EDA: a) increase in the granularity of the reusable design objects and b) 

introduction of some restriction in design space as stated by Aart J de Geus, CEO Synopsys 

during the keynote at DAC99 with the increase in the abstraction and complexity of the source 

model, model of the sub-system in Simulink in the DRRA Design Flow. In the DRRA physical 

design flow, the std-cell is being replaced by the atomic/hardened coarse grain building blocks to 

reduce the size of the physical design problem, and the regularity in design captured as a pre-

designed template introduces the restriction in design space. Both these aspects contribute to 

improve the engineering efficiency. 

Besides the engineering efficiency, the other key motivation for the regular template-

based physical design is that it makes the target architecture – the GDSII macro - for the 

hierarchical compiler predictable in terms of latency and energy. The predictability comes from 

regularity and the availability of physical design data. This predictability and the hierarchy of 

using a library of functions enables the DRRA hierarchical sub-system synthesis to effectively 

and accurately search the large design space of mapping sub-systems, composed of 100s of 

functions to the DRRA fabric. High-level synthesis tools in contrast, are able to deal with only 

one function at a time and often do optimization before the physical design is done, which makes 

the optimization decisions inaccurate. The DRRA design flow was presented to provide the 

motivation and the context in which the improved hierarchical physical design flow, presented in 

this project is being developed. 

The rest of the report is organized as follows: In remainder of Chapter 1, the major 

contributions in this project are introduced. Moreover, related works are reviewed in continue. In 

Chapter 2, in addition to a concise description of DRRA architecture, an improved datapath unit 

is developed to be used in DRRA. In Chapter 3, the improved hierarchical design flow for 

regular fabrics is elaborated comprehensively. Furthermore, the experimental results of 

implementation of the DRRA fabric using the presented design flow is reported and compared 

with three other implementation methodologies. In Chapter 4, conclusions and future works are 

explained. 
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1.2 List of contributions 

 

 Designing an improved DPU for DRRA that can be configured to work in different 

computational modes as the following. 

o Serial Symmetric and Asymmetric FIR filter  

o FFT butterfly 

o CDMA Mode 

o Complex Symmetric FIR filter 

 Developing a new hierarchical design flow for regular fabrics including 

o Top-level-interconnection-aware pin placement 

o Reusing pre-synthesized, placed and routed sub-modules as Hard Macros 

o Developing a package in order to 

 Extract the top-level interconnection regularity 

 Select a representative column 

 Read the pre-routed DEF file of the representative column 

 Propagate the routing to the entire chip 

 Generate the final pre-routed DEF file 

o Manual routing of the representative column while considering  

 Congestion overflow function 

 Design rules by means of obstacle expansion 

 

 

1.3 Related works 

 

In several previous reports, DRRA architecture has been extensively elaborated [1-4]. A 

coarse grain Morphable Datapath Unit (mDPU) was proposed by Shami et al. to be used in 

DRRA [5]. Morphability refers to the key idea of implementing the multiplier using several 

adders in order to reuse them when the multiplier is not needed. The mDPU targets digital signal 

processing applications and contains complicated hardware units in order to implement FFT, 
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CDMA, etc. In overall, it consumed a large number of gate resources and took a large area. 

Therefore, another reconfigurable Datapath Unit (DPU) is proposed for DRRA in the Chapter 2 

with the purpose of reducing the number of hardware resources and area, but with the same 

functionality. 

 

Campi et al. implemented a coarse grain reconfigurable architecture using a hierarchical 

approcah as well as reusing similar block as hard macros [6]. However, their design flow 

included the top-level logic synthesis which is eliminated in our proposed hierarchial design 

flow. Moreover, smart interconnection regularity extraction and manual routign is another major 

difference of our implementation methodology with that of theirs. In some previous researches 

[7-9], net regularity was extracted among bit slices in a datapath unit and exploited for routing. 

The regularity extration of top-level DRRA fabric interconnection differs in both the level of 

granularity and complexity. In addition, we developed a new algorithm to exploit the net 

regularity among multi-dimentional ports.  

 

To cope with the increasing complexity in System-on-Chips, multi-level hierarchical routing 

methodologies are attracting more attentions to be used in automated routing frameworks [10-

12]. Multi-level routing methodology includes several levels of coarsening followed by 

uncoarsening while considering performance metrics such as crosstalk [13], congestion [12], 

antenna [14, 15], and manufacturability metrics like Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) 

variations [16], and Optical Proximity Corrections (OPC) [17]. Nevertheless, thanks to the 

regularity exploitation, we reduced the routing difficulty by performing routing on only a small 

fraction of the design. Consequently, we employed a two-stage -global and detailed- flat routing 

approach to manually route the design. We preferred manual routing over the automated routing 

in order to be able to fully control the physical structure of the chip [18]. This technique allowed 

us to arrange the place of macro-cells and their pins according the path prediction of critical 

wires so that the length and the delay of the key wires were reduced. In the manual routing stage, 

we used pattern routing algorithm which utilizes pre-defined patterns to route a two-terminal net 

[19]. Therefore, it simplifies and speeds up the routing procedure rather than applying routing 

algorithms like Maze, with well-accepted routing results [20].  
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2 DRRA Fabric 

 

2.1 DRRA Architecture 

 

Dynamically Reprogrammable Resource Array (DRRA) is a Coarse Grained 

Reconfigurable Architecture (CGRA) fabric which is used for digital signal processing 

applications. DRRA fabric is composed of a collection of coarse grained units which are 

Morphable Data Path Units (mDPUs), Register Files (RegFile), and Control units (Sequencers). 

The number of these resources in a fabric is decided according to the application which is 

mapped to the DRRA [4]. 

 

DRRA is reconfigurable in terms of the both computational logic and interconnection 

network which connects the computational resources to each other. In this fabric, two or more 

computational logic blocks can be connected by configuring the interconnection network to form 

a Coarse Grained Instruction (CGI). According to the application, an arbitrary number of CGIs 

can be created in a single fabric, and the interconnection network is capable of running several 

CGIs in parallel which is one of the characteristics of computational fabrics. Figure 2 illustrates 

the structure of a 2x7 DRRA fabric. 

 

 

Figure 2. DRRA Fabric [3]  
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The interconnection network of the DRRA fabric has a local connectivity which is 

restricted to 3-hops communication. This feature namely the local connectivity is supposed to 

reduce the delay and energy consumption. In fact, each computational resource can communicate 

with every other resource located up to three columns away, either in the right or the left side. 

Therefore, every register file and datapath unit feed wires that encompass the resources of three 

columns on each side. These wires form the horizontal bus [4].  

 

In addition, there are vertical busses associated with each column which feed inputs of all 

RegFiles and mDPUs located in the column. At every vertical-horizontal intersection, there is a 

switchbox determining which horizontal lane (originated from any of the 3 columns in each side 

or the one in the middle) drives which vertical lane.  

The fabric architecture presented in Figure 2 consists of two rows which means there are four 

switchboxes in a column associated with either RFiles or mDPUs. The interconnect 

configuration of the aforementioned switchboxes is hold by a configuration memory in each 

column [3] . 

 

As can be observed in Figure 2, DRRA fabric is structured by the replication of a set of 

similar blocks, and its interconnection network follows a specific pattern. Therefore, it can be 

classified as a regular fabric. These blocks can be reused in different stages of the design flow to 

efficiently manage the system design complexity.  

 

 

2.2 An Improved DPU for DRRA 

 

A reconfigurable Datapath Unit (DPU) is proposed for DRRA in the following with the 

same functionality of the Morphabale Datapath Unit (mDPU) suggested in [5] and with the 

purpose of reducing the number of hardware resources and area. The developed DPU cell can be 

configured for different applications listed in Table 1. The VHDL code of the DPU is attached to 

Appendix A 
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Table 1: DPU operating modes 

Configuration  Bits 

(cfg[11 down to 0]) 

Application 

007 Symmetric serial FIR filter with internal accumulation  

003 Symmetric FIR MAC with external accumulation  

006 Asymmetric FIR MAC with internal accumulation 

002 Asymmetric FIR MAC with external accumulation 

20A FFT butterfly 

000 Plain multiply 

Two 2 input add  

200 Two 2 input subtract  

 

050  

010 

030 

OVSF and Scrambler code generator 

 initializing the first half of scrambler registers 

 initializing the first half of scrambler registers 

 Shifting scrambler registers and code generator 

080 Vector rotator MAC  

101 General complex number multiplication 

 

 

DPU reuses the same hardware resources while working in different mode which results in 

reducing the total gate count. Moreover, the schematic of the developed DPU is demonstrated in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the developed reconfigurable datapath unit 

 

 

2.2.1 Serial FIR filter 

 

The DPU can be configured to operate as a serial (Symmetric or Asymmetric) FIR filter. 

FIR MAC of the DPU is differentiated by color in Figure 4. The extra adder in the symmetric 

FIR filter using to add the inputs was constructed by cascading two 8-bit signed adders. These 

two 8-bit adders are needed in the other DPU configurations. 

 

Symmetric FIR Filter:                                                       
    

Asymmetric FIR Filter                                               
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Figure 4. FIR MAC hardware in the DPU 

 

 

 

2.2.2 FFT Butterfly  

 

For calculating FFT Butterfly, four DPUs are needed to work simultaneously; two for the 

real part and two for imaginary part of complex calculations. The involved part of the DPU cell 

in FFT algorithm implementation is shown in Figure 5. 
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To increase the precision, all 32 bits of multiplication result will be counted for the rest of 

butterfly calculation. Therefore, one adder and one subtractor were considered to be 33-bit 

operators to keep the overflow bit as well. The unsaturated results of the first DPU are sent to the 

next DPU. However, the final results of the FFT calculated by the second DPU are scaled, 

saturated, and rounded off by “FFT saturation logic” to become 16 bits. 

 

In0

In2

in2 in3

Out2_unsat

Reg_out

*

Multiplier 
Saturation 

Logic

CDMA
Logic

FFT  
Saturation 

Logic

Out2 

In0(LSB))In0(MSB) in1
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Sub1 

CDMA
Logic

FFT  
Saturation 

Logic
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Figure 5. FFT Butterfly hardware 
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2.2.3 Plain Multiplier 

 

DPU cell can be configured to work as a plain 32-bit multiplier. Since two concurrent 

(16*8)-bit multiplier are needed in the complex mode, a (16*16)-bit multiplier was constructed 

by reusing them as shown in Figure 6. The output of the multiplier can be saturated to become 

16-bit as presented in Table 2. 

 

In2(MSB) In2(LSB)

In0(LSB)In0(MSB)

Mul1

Mul2

Result

072331 15

mul2 mul1

*

 
Figure 6. Constructing a 32 bit multiplier using two 8*16 multipliers  

 

 

Table 2. Multiplier saturation 

Input saturation bits Selected bits of the multiplier output 

0000 (0 to 15) 

0001 (2 to 17) 

0010 (4 to 19) 

0011 (6 to 21) 

0100 (8 to 23) 

0101 (10 to 25) 

0110 (12 to 27) 

0111 (14 to 29) 

1000-1111 (16 to 31) 
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2.2.4 CDMA Mode 

 

This DPU can be configured to be used in Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

applications. In the 3G mobile communication system based on CDMA, channelization and 

scrambling operations should be performed on each data symbol [21]. 

 

 

2.2.4.1 Channelization 

In the CDMA, before transmitting every data symbol, channelization process should be 

performed on it. Each symbol should be spread over a wide spectrum range using mutually 

orthogonal user’s code to increase the signal bandwidth [22]. Every symbol is translated into a 

number of chips, whereas the number of chips per symbol is called spreading factor (SF). 

 

   
         

           
   

 

In the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UTMS), Orthogonal Variable 

Spreading Factor (OVSF) is used for spectrum spreading of each symbol in the physical channel 

[21]. Our DPU was designed to work with spreading factor of 256 (SF=2
8
). It means that each 

data was translated into a 256 chips using the OVSF channelization code defined by 3
rd

 

Generation Project Partnership (3GPP). This OVSF code can be generated using the code tree 

shown in Figure 7 [23].  
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Figure 7. Code tree for OVSF code generation [23] 

 

 

Each level of the code tree demonstrates the channelization codes related to a specific 

length SF. Consequently, for an SF value of 256, used in our DPU, a 256*256 matrix should be 

generated as channelization code.  The direct implementation of this matrix requires a significant 

amount of memory and gate resources. Therefore, specific characteristics of this OVSF code can 

be used for more area and performance efficient hardware implementation [24].  

 

In the mDPU used in DRRA previously, the serial OVSF generator was implemented 

using the logic gates shown in Figure 8 . This hardware calculates the chips recursively and 

requires 256 bit shift registers for SF=256, (2
8
 -8-1) XOR gates and 8 NOT gates [22]. 
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Figure 8. OVSF generator constructed by logic gates [22] 

 

However, in the newly developed DPU, counter method, proposed by Kim et al. [22]was 

used to implement a serial OVSF generator which reduces the gate count and power 

consumption significantly (Figure 9). 

 

I7I6I5I4I3I2I1I0 C0C1C2C3C4C5C6C7

CounterIndex

OVSF Code
 

Figure 9. Serial OVSF code generator 
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Using this method, we matched the input data (index) with the binary counter in a 

reversed order. Then, each matched pairs were inputs of an AND gate. The final result would be 

the XNOR of all AND results. Therefore, the implemented hardware only needed an 8 bit 

counter, 8 AND gates, 8 XOR gates and a NOT.  

 

 

2.2.4.2 Scrambling 

 

Another operation which is required to be applied to the data in the physical channel is 

scrambling. All physical channels are scrambled with a complex-valued scrambling code. There 

are two types of scrambling codes: long and short. The physical channel in the new DPU was 

scrambled using a long code. The implemented hardware for this part is depicted in Figure 10.  

 

 

Figure 10. Uplink scrambling sequence generator [23] 

 

 

2.2.5 Complex MAC 

 

This DPU is capable of performing complex computations in Vector rotator and General 

complex number multiplication modes. 
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2.2.5.1 Vector rotator 

 

In this mode, two complex values are multiplied by the corresponding codes generated by 

another DPU in the DRRA Fabric while working in CDMA mode.  

 

The real and imaginary parts of each complex value consist of 8 bits. Therefore, one complex 

value can be entered to the DPU through a 16 bit input port as shown in Figure 11. Moreover, 

codes are complex numbers which the value of their real and imaginary parts can be 1 or -1. The 

value of 1 and -1 are mapped to the logic values of 1 and 0, respectively. All complex 

multiplication statuses can be summarized as shown in Table 3. 

 

                 

 

 

I Q

In0-MSBs In0-LSBs

Complex value

- -
In1-MSB In1-LSBs

0/1 0/1Code
 

Figure 11. Complex value and code in complex MAC 

 

 

 

Table 3: complex multiplication result 

 

 

 

As a result, all computations in this mode can be performed using adders and subtractors, 

no multiplier is needed. The implemented hardware for this mode is illustrated in Figure 12.  

Input data code Multiplication result 
(I + Qj) (1 + j)   (I – Q)    +    (I + Q)j 

(1 - j)   (I – Q)    -     (I - Q) j 
(-1 + j) - (I + Q)   +    (I - Q) j 
(-1 - j) - (I - Q)    -     (I + Q) j 
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sub3
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code
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AccRe0
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AccIm1

cmplxImOut1

Multiplier_16MSB 

Multiplier_16LSB

complexOut0

ComplexOut1

Real

Imaginary

Real

Imaginary

Complex MAC

Figure 12. Complex MAC 
 

 

Based on the input codes, one real part and imaginary parts of each complex numbers will 

be assigned to the inputs of the adders or subtractors. Then, using multiplexers shown in Figure 

12, the final complex values will be calculated by concatenating the real part and imaginary 

parts.  
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2.2.5.2 General complex number multiplication mode 

 

This DPU can be configured to perform symmetric FIR filter computations. In0 and In2 

are two complex numbers, multiplying by an 8-bit real coefficient. As explained in the vector 

rotator section, 8 MSB bits of the inputs contain the real parts and the 8 LSB bits contain the 

imaginary parts of the complex values. Therefore, two 8*8 bit concurrent multipliers are needed 

for the real and imaginary part multiplications. Considering the special structure of the existing 

32 bit multiplier, both multiplications can be done in one clock cycle. 

 

                    

 

 

 

2.3 Results 

 

In the following, the area and timing results of the new DPU developed in this project is 

compared with that of the previously used mDPU in the DRRA. The logic synthesis was 

performed by the Design Complier for the frequency of 700MHz. The consecutive results reports 

in Table 4 [25]. 

 

 

Table 4: Comparison between the timing and area results of the new DPU and mDPU 

 

 

 

The results in Table 4 show 68% decrease in the area. Moreover, comparing the timing 

results reveals a better performance of the new DPU.  

  

Datapath unit Area Timing Slack 

New DPU 12647 0.02 (Met) 
mDPU 38922 -0.47 (Violated) 
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3 Hierarchical design flow for regular fabrics from RTL to 

GDSII 

 

An efficient hierarchical design flow for regular fabrics like DRRA was developed based 

on employing reusability, regularity, and scalability [6] in different abstraction levels in order to 

make the RTL to GDSII design simpler and faster.   

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, DRRA is a regular fabric in the both architectural 

and physical layout. From the architectural point of view, the fabric is constructed by a number 

of identical sub-modules which can be realized and reused as hard macros in the physical 

synthesis process [6] .  

 

One of the most crucial stages in the presented design flow is regularity extraction. The 

system regularity should be carefully evaluated to identify the smallest design unit in which no 

pattern can be observed. Subsequently, a design template is created based on the architectural 

and physical characteristics of the representative design unit (RDU). Having accomplished the 

design of the RDU, the design of the whole fabric can be obtained by propagating the template’s 

pattern to the entire fabric by exploiting regularity.  

 

In this design flow, the Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) is introduced in some phases 

of the design since none of the EDA tools supports system regularity exploitation. Some steps 

such as regularity extraction, making templates, and in some cases optimizations should be 

performed manually. However, it suffices to perform these manual steps only once and for a 

small fraction of the design. When the template is created, it can be reused to generate fabrics 

with arbitrary size in significantly fewer amounts of time rather than the hierarchical standard 

flow. This option of the presented design flow is called scalability. Moreover, since our 

developed template is parametric, generating a fabric with different configurations or bitwidth is 

possible by applying some minor changes in the template.  

 

There are several advantages of using the proposed design flow in this project: 
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 Dealing with the design complexity is more manageable while working on a small 

fraction of the design. Designer can improve the design quality by focusing on a small 

and critical part of the design instead of a large and complicated system [6].  

 Designing a regular fabric based on a pre-prepared template makes the post-layout data 

available for high-level synthesis tools. Therefore, these tools can predict the impact of 

optimization decisions on the silicon level with near perfect accuracy [1]. Moreover, 

synthesis tools can make more reliable decisions on the design’s budget in higher 

abstraction levels to convergence to meet timing, area, energy, and performance 

constraints based on real physical information instead of using Wire Load Model (WLM) 

or Physical Layout Estimation (PLE) information. As a result, iteration in the design flow 

would be reduced. 

 By employing templates, a regular pattern is replicated across the entire chip, which 

results in better manufacturability of the fabric. 

 

The general steps of the proposed hierarchical design flow are as illustrated in the flowchart 

of the Figure 13.  
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Figure 13. The developed hierarchical design flow for regular fabrics  

 

 

 

3.1 RTL design and logic synthesis 

 

DRRA fabric consists of a collection of mDPU, RegFiles, Sequencers, and Switchboxes 

as described in chapter 2. In order to reduce the design complexity, larger cells with more 

Logic synthesis 

Physical synthesis 
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granularities were created as depicted in Figure 14. As a result, only two different sub-modules 

exist in the new fabric architecture to be realized as hard-macros: 

1.  DRRA cell consisting of one mDPU, one register file, one sequencer, and 2 switchboxes.  

2. Configuration memory cell consisting of a configuration switchbox and a decoder. 

 

 
Figure 14. A 2x7 DRRA fabric consisting of cells with higher level of granularity 

 

 

There are two levels of hierarchy for DRRA fabric in RTL:  

 Low-level: in which the detailed logic of the cells are described.  

 Top-level: in which the interconnections between all DRRA cells and all configuration 

memory cells are specified. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 14, in each column of the fabric, two DRRA cells and one 

configuration memory cell are located. The number of the columns is decided depending on the 

application which the DRRA targets.  

 

Another modification was performed on the DRRA fabric in this project. The 

implementation of the partially reconfigurable interconnection network scheme proposed in [3] 

were not correct in that the recourses of each column were connected to the wrong set of 
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horizontal buses. Therefore, the fabric used to work correctly up to three columns. In the 

modified version of the top-level RTL file, the number of horizontal buses was increased so that 

it becomes equal to the number of columns instead of the length of the sliding window. 

Moreover, each cell got connected to a set of horizontal buses associated with its sliding 

window. Hence, the modified interconnection network implemented a fabric with arbitrary 

number of columns. The modified version of the top-level VHDL code is attached to Appendix 

B.  

 

To accelerate the synthesis process, a DRRA cell and a configuration memory sub-

module were synthesized concurrently using Cadence RTL Compiler [26]. The top-level RTL 

Verilog code defining the interface between these sub-modules was directly imported into the 

physical design tool. Bypassing the synthesis process of the top-level fabric resulted in saving a 

large amount of time. However, by eliminating synthesis process of the top-level fabric, we 

cannot take the advantage of top-level optimizations during synthesis process. Only local 

optimizations (inside the sub-modules) are possible since the synthesis tool is not capable of 

performing optimizations across the sub-module boundaries [6].  

 

 

 

3.2 Physical synthesis 

 

In the physical design process of the proposed hierarchical design flow, the top-level 

RTL Verilog netlist and physical library information of the sub-modules such as  (LEF) and 

timing library files were imported  into the physical synthesis tool, SoC Encounter [27]. Thus, 

sub-modules were realized as hard-macros in a standard-cell-free design context. Reusing hard 

macros during the physical synthesis was called HMFlow by Lavin previously [28, 29]. 

 

In the hard-macro flow, fabric-level optimizations are not possible since the physical 

synthesis tool cannot cross over the boundaries of hard-macros. Therefore, some manual 

standard-cell and pin placement optimizations should be carried out during cell physical design 

process according to the top-level fabric interconnection network. This optimization is called 
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top-level-interconnect-aware placement in the flowchart presented in Figure 13, which results in 

an improved timing closure, minimized total wire length, and less congestion. 

 

 

3.2.1 Cell physical synthesis 

 

Physical synthesis process was performed on one DRRA cell to generate its Library 

Exchange Format (LEF) and timing library (LIB) file. Two separate scripts were created to 

automate the physical design process of DRRA cells and configuration memory cells. The script 

of the DRRA cell physical design is attached to Appendix C. The both scripts were generated 

based on the standard flat physical design flow including floorplanning, power planning, clock 

tree synthesis, placement, and routing [30]. In addition, pin-placement scripts were created to 

manually locate the pins around the cells according to their connectivity in the top-level fabric. 

Figure 15.a shows result of the automatic pin placement carried out by the synthesis tool, while 

Figure 15.b shows pins which are located by means of running the pin placement script around 

the cell. A fraction of the script for DRRA cell pin placement is attached to Appendix D 

 

                          
(a)                                                  (b) 

Figure 15. Pin placement.   

a) Automatic pin placement by tool, b) Top-level-interconnection-aware manual pin placement 

 

 

By comparing the two figures above, it can be observed that he cell of which the pins 

were positioned manually had better routing results with less congestion. A well-done pin 
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placement also resulted in reducing the top level fabric’s total wire length, congestion, number of 

joggings, and path delay [31]. Figure 16 demonstrates the floorplanned map of a DRRA cell. 

 

Figure 16. Floorplanned DRRA Cell 

 

While generating abstract model (LEF) of the sub-modules, the generated LEF file used a 

special notation for writing multi-dimensional array pins, shown in Figure 17.a. However, this 

convention was not realizable for the SoC Encounter. Therefore, using a MATLAB script which 

is attached in Appendix E, the LEF file was modified to the acceptable format depicted in Figure 

17.b.   
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PIN inputs_sw_reg  \[6\]\[1\][12] 

  DIRECTION INPUT ; 

  USE SIGNAL ; 

  PORT 

    LAYER metal3 ; 

      RECT 0.0000 203.4900 0.5000 203.6300 ; 

  END 

END input_sw_reg  \[6\]\[1\][12] 

 

 

PIN inputs_sw_reg   [144] 

  DIRECTION INPUT ; 

  USE SIGNAL ; 

  PORT 

    LAYER metal3 ; 

      RECT 0.0000 203.4900 0.5000 203.6300 ; 

  END 

END input_sw_reg   [144] 

 

Figure 17. a) Generated LEF file by tool b) Modified LEF file by running MATLAB scripts 

 

3.2.2 Fabric physical synthesis 

 

In this stage, we imported the top level RTL and timing constraint file (.SDC) into the 

SoC Encounter together with the previously produced abstract models and timing library 

information of sub-modules. Consequently, a fabric composed of a collection of hard macros 

was formed. A design script, attached in Appendix F, was prepared to run the following physical 

design steps such as floorplanning, power planning, and placement.  

 

 

3.2.3 Relative floorplanning 

 

In order to regularly floorplan the black boxes across the fabric, relative floorplanning 

was used.  We defined a 3x25 array of macro cells of which their positions were specified 

relative to each other. In relative floorplanning, we define the placement relationship of the hard 

macros independently from their actual coordinates [27].  

 

Moreover, each hard macro was surrounded by a placement Halo to prevent locating 

buffers in the proximity of the blackboxes in order to reduce the congestion around them [30].  
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3.2.4 Power planning 

 

In the power planning stage, the power supply network was set up for the whole chip 

including special routes, power rings, and vertical stripes [27]. 

 

In order to connect the hard macros to the global power network, two different methods can 

be used.  

1. Power rings are created around each macro cell. These rings can be connected to the 

internal rings of hard macros in the special routing stage. 

2. Power pins should be defined for each hard macro when generating its LEF file. Then, 

the power pins of macro cells can be connected to the top level stripes in the special 

routing stage.  

The first method was used to supply power to hard macros when implementing the 

DRRA fabric. Figure 18 shows part of the power planned fabric including placement Halos and 

power rings. 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Power planning of DRRA fabric 

 

 

Hard 
Macro 
 cell 

Halo Internal power rings Power rings around Hard Macro 
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3.2.5 Placement 

 

Since there was no standard cell in the design, placement stage was not functional. 

However, the placement command had to formally be executed before routing stage. Fabric pins 

were also placed by executing a prepared script, attached in Appendix G, to minimize the total 

wire length and congestion.  

 

 

3.2.6 Manual routing  

 

As IC designs are getting larger and more complex, routing is becoming more 

challenging. Special consideration needs to be taken during the routing so that the design meets 

the performance, area, and power constraints [32]. In addition, in technologies below 90nm, the 

manufacturability metrics such as Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) [17] and Chemical 

Mechanical Polishing (CMP) variation [16] should be seriously considered during this stage of 

the design. Therefore, the routing process of large and complicated ICs takes an unacceptable 

amount of execution time, or even may fail to complete [33]. 

 

Thanks to inherent regularity of the DRRA fabric, we simplified the routing problem by 

focusing on routing a small fraction of the design instead of the whole layout. For this purpose, 

we developed a package which extracts the system net regularity in the first step, then performs 

routing on the representative design unit, and finally extends the routed nets to the entire chip. 

 

 

 

3.2.6.1 Net regularity extraction 

 

The layout of the fabric can be represented as a matrix: 
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It means that each column of the fabric layout contains two DRRA cells (D-cell) and one 

configuration memory cell (c-cell). All of the columns are identical. 

 

The regularity and different hierarchy levels of the fabric can be denoted by regular 

expressions used in Backus-Naur Form (BNF). BNF is a notation technique for context-free 

grammars [34]. 

 

                                           

                                                                            

                                                     

 

In order to effectively recognize the regularity in such fabrics, it is recommended that the 

designer follows a regular naming scheme. Every net name in the DRRA fabric can be 

represented using the following expression.  

 

             

                                                                                          

 

Net names are composed of a global-name concatenated by an optional detailed-name. 

Detailed-name is formed by lexicographically concatenating the corresponding column number, 

row or cell output number, and the bit number. Question mark (?) at the right side of the symbol 

in the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) shows the optionality of the symbol’s existence 

[35]. Some examples of the fabric net names are hb_reg [1][0][15], hb_hc[4][13], and 

seq_address. 

 

Usually, during the synthesis process, net names are changed. However, in our design 

flow, the interconnection network was not synthesized, and the net names remained regular. In 

our developed routing package, a set of algorithms was used to exploits this naming regularity 
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convention in order to take out the interconnection regularity. Firstly, it divides nets into several 

net-clusters. Nets with similar connections, but associated with different columns of the fabric, 

are categorized to the same net-cluster. To be more specific, if two nets, neta and netb, are in the 

same net-cluster, for each pin of neta with coordinated of (xa, ya), there is a corresponding pin in 

netb with coordinates of (xb, yb) that 

 

1)         

                                         

 

Column_width is the physical distance between two columns in the layout, while N 

represents the number of columns in the fabric. In order to identify net-clusters, algorithm 1 was 

used, which is based on the proposed algorithm in [8]. 

 

Algorithm 1:  

 

NetNames = findAllNetNames (deisgnName) 

NGNs = findNetGlobalNames (NetNames) 

AllGroupsOfNets = Null 

for each unique netGlobalName (uNGN) do 

 NewGroups= getGroupsOfNets (uNGN) 

 AllGroupsOfNets = GroupsOfNets + NewGroups 

End for 

AllNetClusters=Null 

for each Group in AllGroupsOfNets do  

 NetsInGroups =findNetsInGroup (Group) 

 NDNs = findNetsWhichOnlyDiffersInIndexOne 

 NewNC=CreatNetCluster (NDNs, NetsInGroup) 

 AllNetClusters=AllNetClusters + NewNC 

End for 

Return 
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Regularity was also observed among nets associated with the multi-bit ports of a cell. 

These nets have similar connections and usually the same functionality. We defined bit-bundles 

for these types of nets. While routing is finished for one member of a bit-bundle, other members 

can be routed implicitly. Assume a k-bit port of the cell so that each of net0 to netk-1 is connected 

to one of the port bits from 0 to k-1 respectively. Therefore, {(net0, net1… netk-1)} forms a bit-

bundle. Thanks to the customized cell pin placement, there is a predictable geometrical 

relationship between the locations of different pins in a multi-bit port. If the port is located on 

one of the cell’s vertical sides (left or right), for the pin P of net0 with coordinates of (xp, yp) there 

exists a pin q in neti with the coordinates of (xq, yq) such that:  

 

1)         

                                     

 

Whereas pin_pitch is the default distance between various pins of a cell’s multi-pin port. 

( Figure 19 ). 

 

Figure 19. Pin-pitch distance  

 

However, if the port is located on one of the horizontal sides –top or bottom- the formula 

in the below can describe it.  

1)         

                                     

 

Pin-pitch 
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In the routing package, algorithm 2 was developed and used to extract bit-bundles. 

 

Algorithm 2: 

 

AllBitBundles=Null 

for each Group in AllGroupsOfNets do 

 NetsInGroup = findNetsInGroup 

BGs=findNetsWithOnlyDifferentLastIndex 

NewBB=CreateBitBundles (BGs, NetsInGroup) 

AllBitBundles= AllBitBundles + NewBB 

End for  

Return 

 

 

In the fabric, some of the nets spread within the area of one column, namely same-

column net-clusters. However, other nets spread over more than one column. We call this type as 

cross-column net-clusters, and we define the degree of L if it spans over 2L+1 column.  In a 

DRRA fabric, horizontal buses and control I/O signals belong to the cross-column net group.  

For more efficient routing, each cross-column net is divided into subnets which span only 

one column width thereby considering them as a new net-cluster. However, we should note that 

all members of these special net-clusters will be connected to each other to form a single net. 

Also we should notice that if the cross-column net is a control I/O signal, another subnet should 

be added to the net-cluster in order to connect the I/O pin to the associated pin in the first 

column.  

 

After classifying all nets into net-clusters and bit-bundles, the developed routing package 

adopts the following steps in the flow-chat as in Figure 20 to route the entire chip.  
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Figure 20. Routing flow of the developed package 

When selecting the representative column, package selects one of the columns of which 

all net-clusters are full. A net-cluster is full if [8]:  

 A full same-column net-cluster contains N member nets.  

 A full cross-column net cluster of degree L has N-L member nets. 

 

In the DRRA fabric all net-clusters are full. However, the horizontal buses in DRRA 

fabric span 2L+1 columns, the corresponding nets of the most-L-right and the most-L-left 

columns do not have complete connectivity. It means that these nets are connected to the less 
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number of pins. Therefore, the representative column should be chosen among (L, N-L)
 th

 column 

range.  

 

The package sorts nets based on the Y coordinates of their pins. The pin with larger Y has 

higher priority. In the case of conflict (nets with the same pin’s Y coordinates), the longer net is 

selected firstly since routing longer nets raises more difficulties later.  

Consequently, router starts routing the highest priority net of the representative column. If it 

belongs to any bit-bundle, it will propagate routing implicitly to all other members of the bit-

bundle. After routing one member of all net-clusters, it will extend routing to the entire fabric.  

 

Utilizing this methodology, a very regular wiring was produced in a considerable reduced 

run-time. Moreover, the generated fabric had more predictable timing delays across the entire 

chip.  

 

 

3.2.6.2 Routing methodology 

 

In order to manage the routing process more efficiently, we employed a two-stage 

approach of global routing, followed by detailed routing to route the representative column’s 

nets. Global routing partitions the layout into tiles and determines tile-to-tile paths of nets while 

optimizing the total wire length and congestion. Then, based on the path obtained in global 

routing and considering the Design Rule Checks (DRCs), detailed routing assigns the exact 

geometric tracks and vias for nets [36].  

In order to prevent area overhead, we restricted the hard macros to be placed in the first 

six metal layers. Therefore, we used over-the-cell routing approach and used the three top metal 

layers for routing purposes.   

 

In this project, routing was performed manually through writing and executing scripts for 

the representative column. The routed design saved as the Design Exchange Format (DEF) of 

which some part is attached to Appendix I. Using the package, written in MATLAB and 

described in the previous section, the routing was propagated to the whole chip, and the final 
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DEF file containing the complete routing was generated. Some part of the propagation 

MATLAB code is attached in Appendix H.  

 

 

3.2.6.2.1 Global routing modeling 

 

In global routing stage, we first partitioned the chip layout to an array of rectangular 

subregions called Global Cells (GCs). Thereafter, these GCs were modeled by means of the 

graph G (V, E) illustrated in Figure 21. Each vertex of the routing graph represents a GC in the 

layout, and the boundaries between adjacent tiles are denoted by the graph edges [13] .  

 

Global Cells

Global Edges

Global Cells

Global Edges

 

Figure 21. Global routing modeling, a) Partitioned chip, b) Corresponding routing graph 

 

Moreover, a multi-terminal net (n) was defined as the collection of points {(x0, y0), (x1, 

y1)… (xn, yn)}. Each of the points is a single terminal in a net. At the initial phase of the global 

routing, every multi-terminal net was decomposed into a set of two-terminal nets n= {(xi, yi), (xj, 

yj)} which are shorter and routing of them is much simpler. Wiring of a two-terminal net 

includes a set of vertical and horizontal wires connecting these two terminals [37].  

On the next step, the GC-to-GC paths of all two-terminal nets were decided, considering 

the congestion cost functions [36]. 

 

One of the metrics of a good routing is to evenly distribute the wires across the entire 

chip area. Locating too many nets in a local area during global routing stage is called congestion 

and may cause difficulty during detailed routing so that it might not be possible to find a feasible 
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path. The capacity (cg) of a GC was defined as the maximum number of nets that could be routed 

over its edge (eg).  If the routing demand (dg) defined as the number of nets crossing eg exceeds 

the capacity of GC, overflow happens [20].  

 

          
                        

                              
   

 

To take into account the congestion cost during global routing stage, we prepared a 

congestion map based on the pin distribution and global-path prediction of all nets. We assumed 

that routing the nets through more congested regions would lead to a higher cost. This congestion 

map was kept updated during the global routing procedure by considering paths of the already 

routed nets [11] .  

 

We applied a pattern routing algorithm based on the proposed model in [20] to determine 

the global route of two-terminal nets. In general, pattern routing uses pre-defined simple routing 

patterns. While routing a two-terminal net based on the pattern routing algorithm, one of the 

cases in the below should be followed. The path between points (xi, yi) to (xj, yj) is denoted as 

(xi, yi) → (xj, yj) hereafter. 

 

1. If (xi = xj) And (yi  ≠yj )  => 

(xi, yi) → (xi, yj) is routed by a direct vertical path 

2. If (xi ≠ xj) And (yi  = yj ) => 

(xi, yi) → (xj, yi) is routed by a direct horizontal path 

3. If (xi ≠ xj) And (yi ≠ yj ) => 

a. (xi, yi) → (xj, yj) is routed by a L-shape path 

b. (xi, yi) → (xj, yj) is routed by a Z-shape path 

 

The nets in the both cases of 1 and 2 are called zero-bend nets. However, cases 3.a and 

3.b are called single-bend and two-bend nets, respectively [5]. Figure 22 shows the path patterns. 
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(a) (b)

(c)

Upper-L routig Lower-L routing

 

Figure 22. Pattern routing a) Zero-bend path, b) One-bend path, c) Two-bend path 

 

The routing style (L-shape or Z-shape) of the nets in the case 3 was decided based on the 

routability. Also, in the case 3.a (L-shape algorithm), we evaluated the cost information of 

bounding tiles of the two-terminal net to decide whether to use upper-L or lower-L route to 

prevent the congestion or signal integrity [20].  

 

As we performed physical synthesis using 90nm technology libraries, nine different metal 

layers were available as routing resources. Wires in each of the metal layer can run either 

vertically or horizontally and the routing directions of adjacent layers are perpendicular. 

Therefore, L-shape and Z-shape algorithms run at least on two metal layers. 

The pattern routing methodology has several advantages and disadvantages over maze routing 

algorithm [19]. The maze routing algorithm ensures the least cost solution by searching the 

overflow information of all G-cells. However, the pattern algorithm provides the second best 

solution by searching only a constant number of edges, thereby speeding up the routing process.  
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3.2.6.2.2 Detailed routing modeling  

 

In the detailed routing stage, we determined the actual geometric characteristics of  wires 

and vias guiding by the paths obtained in global routing [38]. Two different types of detailed 

routing can be used, grid-based and grid-less. Most of former routing approaches were grid-

based, assuming uniform grids and wire size [10, 39]. Nevertheless, the grid-based approach is 

not effective to handle modern routing issues with nanometer electrical effects, such as optical 

proximity correction (OPC) and phase-shift mask (PSM) [17].  To cope with these nanometer 

effects, a grid-less design with variable wire width and spacing should be considered [39]. 

Therefore, we employed grid-less detailed routing approach and assigned various wire width and 

spacing for nets in different metal layers in the script. This approach can also help to optimize 

the circuit performance [40]. For instance, longer nets were considered to be wider and with 

more spacing on the top metal layers in order to reduce the path delay. 

 

A successful detailed routing should guarantee the manufacturability of the chip by 

satisfying design rule checks (DRCs) [41]. In order to take into account the design rules, we 

introduced several extra obstacles during detailed routing procedure. We considered every 

already-routed net as an obstacle when routing new nets. Then, We expanded every obstacle area 

for a range which is the sum of the design rule spacing (DRs) and the radius (half of the width) of 

the routing wire (Wr), being specific for each metal layer [11]. Figure 23 illustrates an example of 

obstacle expansion.  

pre-routed wire

DRs

Wr/2

 

Figure 23. Obstacle expansion during detailed routing 
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For finding a routing solution for next set of nets, we divided the vertexes into two 

groups: routable and non-routable. As shown in Figure 24, possible solutions were chosen among 

the routing solutions crossing the routable nodes [11].  

 

S

D

Routable nodes

Non-routable 
nodes 

Feasible path

 

Figure 24. Feasible routing solution passing routable nodes 

 

In some cases, during the routing process, a routing wire which was assigned to one of 

the top metal layers had to be connected to a pin locating in lower layers. The pin promotion 

technique was used  to transfer the pin to higher layers [41].  

 

 

 

3.3 Experimental Results 

 

We utilized the proposed hierarchical flow to implement a DRRA fabric containing 150 

cells (50 DRRA cells and 25 configuration memory cells). The cells are located in 25 column 

and 2 rows. Figure 25 shows the floorplanned DRRA fabric.  
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Figure 25. Floorplanned DRRA fabric 

 

In this section, we compare the results of three implementation methodologies with that 

of our proposed design flow. These methodologies are as the following. 

 

1. In the first case, we implemented the fabric using the standard hierarchical flow (SHF).  

2. In the second case, we implemented the design using Hierarchical Hard Macro Flow 

(HHMF) with automated pin placement, done by the physical synthesis tool. 

3. In the third case, we applied HHMF including manual top-level-interconnection-aware 

(TLIA) pin placement method; however, routing process was performed by the 

automated physical synthesis tool.  

4. The forth case differs from the third in that the routing was performed manually and 

propagated to the entire chip using the developed routing package.  

 

One of the most time-consuming stages in the standard hierarchical design flow is logic 

synthesis. Using the HHMF method (the last three cases), the synthesis process of the top-level 

fabric was eliminated and it suffices to synthesis only one sub-module of each type, thereby 

saving a significant amount of time as presented in Table 3.  

 

Table 5. Logic synthesis runtime comparison 

Case No.  Design flow Runtime (h) Description  

1 SHF 10: 30  Processing the whole fabric containing 150 cells 

2,3,4 HMMF   0: 50  

  0: 23 

Processing one DRRA cell 

Processing one configuration memory cell 

 

DRRA Cells 

Configuration Memory cell 
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According to the results reported in Table 5, the time required for logic synthesis 

procedure was decreased by 92% using HHMF.  

 

 Using HHMF in the physical design, the fabric comprises a number of hard macros, and 

the design would be standard-cell-free. Therefore, the required runtime for each step is 

significantly decreased. The runtimes of place and route processes is reported in Table 6.   

 

Table 6: Place and route run-time comparison 

Case 

No. 

Design Flow   Placement 

runtime 

Global and detailed 

routing runtime 

1 SHF 1:15:00 2:20:00 

2 HMMF, automated pin placement, automated routing 0:0:3 1:08:14 
3 HMMF, TLIA  pin placement, automated routing 0:0:3 0:58:13 

4 HMMF, TLIA  pin placement, regular manual routing 0:0:3 0:0:14 

 

 

By employing SHF for such a large design, placement of standard-cells takes several 

hours. However, by utilizing HHMF (Three last cases), in the placement process, there would be 

no standard-cell to be placed. In this stage, only the pin-placement script was executed to 

organize the placement of fabric’s ports according to the top-level connectivity thereby 

optimizing the total wire-length. The routing stage of the SHF, took several hours to perform 

global and detailed routing for both inside the cells and the top-level interconnections. 

Nevertheless, in the HHMF, we reused pre-routed cells. Therefore, only top-level global and 

detailed routing was carried out in this stage. In the case 2 (Table 6), routing (top-level) was 

carried out using synthesis tool and the results showed 49% improvement in the runtime than 

that of the SHF. In the third case, the runtime got more improvement as a result of the TLIA pin 

placement method which implies less routing effort. Using the third case of implementation 

methodologies, 59% runtime improvement was obtained in comparison with the results of SHF. 

In the forth case, we employed manual regular methodology for global and detailed routing. As 

mentioned before, using this methodology, it suffices to route only the nets of one representative 

column. Consequently, the routing complexity was reduced by 96%. The reported time for 

routing process in the forth case was the time required to generate a DEF file (containing the 

complete routing of the whole fabric) by propagating the routing of the representative column 
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(saved in the DEF format) to the entire chip through executing the prepared MATLAB file (our 

developed package).  A considerable improvement is observed in the routing process while the 

routing is accomplished for the representative fraction of the design. The consumed manpower 

for manual routing can be reused so many times to generate the routing of the fabrics with 

different number of columns targeted different applications. 

 

As reported in Table 7, by comparing the results of case 2 and case 3, applying TLIA pin-

placement decreased the total wire length by 20% which resulted in a considerable enhancement 

in the congestion and signal-integrity. Moreover, by employing the regular manual routing 

methodology, a trivial increase (4.9%) was observed in comparison with the automated routing 

in case 3. However, the significant decrease in number of wire segments, which deduced the 

reduction in number of joggings between metal layers, resulted in less amount of parasitic 

capacitance in the fabric implemented by case 4. Since by shrinking the feature size the via 

failure rates is increasing, the last design (case 4, our developed design flow) with less number of 

vias is better from manufacturability point of view [42] . 

 

Table 7: Wire-Length, Wire-Count comparison 

Case 

No. 

Design Flow Total Wire 

Length 

Wire 

Count 

2 HMMF, automated pin placement, automated routing 46663420 649000 
3 HMMF, TLIA  pin placement, automated routing 37104575 566000 

4 HMMF, TLIA  pin placement, regular manual routing 38958568 155000 

 

We performed the implementation using 90nm technology libraries. Consequently, there 

were 9 metal layers available as routing resources. We restricted the physical design of the hard 

macros to 6 first metal layers so that we can use the 3 top metal layers for the purpose of the 

over-the-cell routing. Due to the interconnection network complexity, we had to apply both of 

the over-the-cell and channel routing approaches; whereas the channel routing introduced a 

minor area overhead than the implemented fabric using SHF. Also we used power rings around 

hard macros to supply power to them.  In sum, channel routing approach and power rings 

ceration around the cells resulted in 4% area overhead as reported in Table 8. This overhead can 

be diminished by defining power pins in the cell’s LEF files to eliminate the mentioned power 

ring. Furthermore, if we perform implementations using 65nm technology in which there are 12 
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metal layers available, the area overhead will be removed completely by applying only over-the-

cell routing in 6 top metal layers.  

 

Table 8: Area comparison 

Design flow Area 

SHF 1 

HMMF, including Rings around the hard macros 1.04 
HMMF, no Rings around the hard macros 1.02 

 

Regular manual routing methodology produces a chip with highly predictable timing results. The 

wire-length of similar nets remains constant in different columns across the chip as depicted in 

Figure 26. Similar physical characteristics of the nets results in equal parasitic elements such as 

capacitance and resistance; hence, path delay and timing characteristics of the nets with similar 

functionality will remain constant and predictable. However, automatic routers do not route 

similar nets with equal net-length since they are not aware of the net regularity. The result in 

Figure 26 shows that a typical net, which was routed by tool has the average length of 1337.24µm 

in different columns and standard deviation of 37.17µm. Nevertheless, the regular manual 

routing routed the same net with the constant net-length of 1213.24µm along the chip. Figure 27 

illustrates the final routed fabric using our proposed hierarchical design flow.  

 

 

Figure 26. Net-length in different columns 
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Figure 27. Routed DRRA fabric using the developed hierarchical design flow 

 

 

 

4 Conclusions  

 

In this project, we developed a hierarchical design flow for coarse grain regular fabrics. A 

DRRA fabric containing 150 cells was implemented using the presented design flow. This fabric 

was composed of a number of similar sub-modules. Therefore, we reused pre-synthesized, 

placed, and routed sub-modules as hard macros during the design process to reduce the design 

complexity and shorten the design cycle. In order to exploit system regularity in the routing 

process, we developed a package to extract interconnection regularity across the fabric, identify 

the representative column for manual routing, and propagate the routing to the entire chip. Using 

this package, we performed routing for only one column instead of 25, thereby reducing the 

routing complexity by 96%. By focusing on routing a small fraction of the design, we could be 

able to enhance the design quality with more considerations of meeting the optimized criteria for 

design rules, congestion overflow, signal-integrity, and IR-drop.  

 

In order to route the representative column, we performed a two-stage manual approach, 

global routing followed by detailed routing, through writing the routing results in the DEF 

format. While routing, we took into account the congestion overflow and design rules using 

obstacle expansion methodology. When the routing was accomplished, we assembled the whole 

design by merging all GDSII files.  

 

Reusing hard macros resulted in a significant run-time reduction during all design steps. 

Furthermore, by employing regular manual routing, the total wire-length was slightly increased 
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while decreasing the number of wire segments and vias, which resulted in an enhanced 

manufacturability of the final chip. Moreover, in the final routed chip, duo to the propagation of 

the routing of one column to the entire chip, the routing of the chip was very regular,  which 

results in a better manufacturability and timing uniformity and predictability across the chip.   

 

An extra manpower invested to produce a high quality manual routing for one column. 

However, once done, we can reuse the routed column to produce fabrics with different sizes with 

low effort and significantly reduced design cycle.  

 

The next step of this project is that we will exploit the regularity of the system for clock-

tree routing as well. Using regular manual methodology for clock-tree routing will enhance the 

physical and timing characteristics of clock distribution across the chip. Also based on the 

system regularity we will insert buffers manually to adjust the skew. Therefore, the clock-tree 

synthesis stage will be done without any need to a commercial physical synthesis tool. 

 

Finally, the goal is to design a physical synthesis tool which extracts and exploits 

regularity to generate any regular fabric. This tool performs physical synthesis for the 

representative design unit. Then, it produces a scalable design template automatically which is 

capable of generating fabrics with an arbitrary size without any need to commercial physical 

synthesis tools which results in a significant reduce in design cost and engineering effort. This 

tool can also be utilized for designing other regular systems such as heterogeneous multi-core 

processors. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A. Improved datapath unit, VHDL code 
 library IEEE; 
 use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 

 use ieee.numeric_std.all;   

 use ieee.std_logic_arith.CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR;  

 use ieee.std_logic_arith.CONV_SIGNED;  

  

 entity mdpu_new is 

  generic(N : integer := 16; 

  bitwidth : integer := 16; 

  reImWidth: integer := 8; 

 STATUS_NR_OF_BITs: integer := 11; 

 fraction : integer :=14) ; 

    
   port (rst_n      : in  std_logic; 

         clk        : in  std_logic; 

         in0        : in  SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

         in1        : in  SIGNED (2*bitwidth downto 0); 

         in2        : in  SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

         in3        : in  SIGNED (2*bitwidth downto 0); 

         const1     : in  SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0);--integer range -2**(N-1) to 2**(N-1)-1; 

                   const2     : in SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0); -- integer range -2**(N-1) to 2**(N-1)-1; 

         mdpu_saturation: in std_logic;  

         mul_saturation : in  std_logic_vector (3 downto 0); 

         cfg        : in  std_logic_vector (13 downto 0); 
         count_acc: in integer range 0 to 255; 

         out2  : out SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

         out3  : out SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

         out2_unsat  : out SIGNED (2*bitwidth downto 0); 

         out3_unsat  : out SIGNED (2*bitwidth downto 0); 

         status     : out unsigned (STATUS_NR_OF_BITs-1 downto 0) 

         ); 

 end mdpu_new; 

  

 architecture datapath of mdpu_new is 

  

 signal reg_out, add1,mul1_mux, mul2_mux,in3_ff, out2_sat, out3_sat, s4, add2_16, result0, result1, 
mul_saturated, out2_rounded, out3_rounded, out1_0, out0_0: SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

 signal add1_in0mux,add1_in1mux, cmplx_5,mul_in0, mul_in1, acc1_16 : SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

 signal add2,add2_scaled, sub1_scaled: SIGNED (2*bitwidth downto 0); 

 signal mul1, mul_out, mul_outd1,mul_outd2,mul_outd3,mul_outd4, mul_out_cmplx, mul_out2: SIGNED 

(2*bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

 signal s0, s1: signed (2*bitwidth-1 downto 2*fraction); 

 signal s2, s3: signed (bitwidth-2 downto 0); 

 signal mul_out_33,reg_out_33,add2_mux2, in2_33, add2_mux1, in0_33, sub1_mux1 : signed (2*bitwidth 

downto 0); 

 signal OVSF0_0, OVSF1_0,OVSF1_1 ,OVSF0_1,counter: signed (7 downto 0);  

 signal OVSF0, OVSF1 : std_logic;  
 signal ScramblerReRegister0, ScramblerImRegister0, ScramblerReRegister1, ScramblerImRegister1: 

signed (24 downto 0); 

 signal MetaA0,MetaA1, MetaB0, MetaB1, MetaC0, MetaC1, MetaD1, MetaD0: std_logic; 

 signal ScramblerImOut0,ScramblerReOut0,ScramblerImOut1,ScramblerReOut1  : std_logic; 

 alias  SC1 :std_logic_vector (1 downto 0) is cfg(5 downto 4); 
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 signal Index0, Index1 :signed (7 downto 0); 

 signal SC0, cfgTemp1 :std_logic_vector (1 downto 0); 

 signal sub2, cmplxRe2, cmplxIm2 : signed (reImWidth-1 downto 0);  

 signal mul_out0, mul_out1: signed (23 downto 0); 

 signal add1_8lsb, add2_8lsb : signed (reImWidth downto 0); 

 signal add1_8lsb_mux0, add1_8lsb_mux1, add1_8msb,a1_l0,a1_l1, a1_m0, a1_m1, 
add2_8lsb_mux0,add2_8lsb_mux1, s3_m0, s3_m1, sub3, s4_m0, s4_m1, sub4, mux_accRe0, mux_accIm0 : signed 

(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

 signal add2_25msb_mux0, add2_25msb_mux1, add2_25msb: signed (2*bitwidth-reImWidth downto 0); 

 signal sub1_mux1_1, sub1_mux0, sub1 : SIGNED (2*bitwidth downto 0); 

 --signal add2_33: SIGNED (2*bitwidth downto 0); 

 signal CC: std_logic_vector (3 downto 0); 

 signal cmplxRe0, cmplxRe1, cmplxIm0, cmplxIm1, cmplxReOut0, cmplxReOut1, cmplxImOut0, 

cmplxImOut1,accRe0, accIm0, accRe1, accIm1,add1_8msb_mux0,add1_8msb_mux1,s1_l1, s1_l0, s2_l0, s2_l1, a , 

b, c , d  : signed (reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

 signal cmplxOut0, cmplxOut1, add1_cmplx, mul0_mux : SIGNED (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

 signal selfRstN, eqN, lt1, lt2, gt1, gt2, eq1, eq2: std_logic; 

 signal count: integer range 0 to 255; 
 signal compOut1, compOut2, compIn4, compIn3, compIn2, compIn1, out3_0, out2_0: SIGNED (bitwidth-

1 downto 0); 

 signal inTemp: std_logic; 

  

 begin 

  

   --adder1 

 add1_8lsb_mux0 <= in0(reImWidth-1 downto 0) when cfg(7)='0' else a1_l0; 

 add1_8lsb_mux1 <= in1(reImWidth-1 downto 0) when cfg(7)='0' else a1_l1; 

 add1_8lsb <= ('0' & add1_8lsb_mux0)+ ('0' & add1_8lsb_mux1); 

 add1_8msb_mux0 <= in0(bitwidth-1 downto reImWidth) when cfg(7)='0' else a1_m0; 
 add1_8msb_mux1 <= in1(bitwidth-1 downto reImWidth) when cfg(7)='0' else a1_m1; 

 add1_8msb <= add1_8msb_mux0 + add1_8msb_mux1; 

 add1 <= (add1_8msb + ("0000000" & add1_8lsb(reImWidth-1)))& add1_8lsb (reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

 add1_cmplx <= add1_8msb & add1_8lsb(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

  

     

 --adder2  

  

 in2_33 <= resize (in2, 2*bitwidth+1); 

 mul_out_33 <= resize (mul_outd4, 2*bitwidth+1);--mul_saturated, mul_out 

 add2_mux1 <= mul_out_33 when cfg(1)='1' else in2_33; 

 reg_out_33 <= resize (reg_out, 2*bitwidth+1); 
 add2_mux2 <= reg_out_33 when cfg(2)='1' else in3; 

 add2 <= add2_mux1 + add2_mux2; 

 add2_16 <= add2(bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

  

 

 --sub1 (cmplx_lsb calculations) 

 in0_33 <= resize (in0, 2*bitwidth+1); 

 sub1_mux1 <= mul_out_33 when cfg(3)= '1' else in0_33; 

 sub1_mux1_1 <= sub1_mux1 when cfg(7)='0' else resize (s1_l1,2*bitwidth+1); 

 sub1_mux0 <= in1 when cfg(7)='0' else resize (s1_l0,2*bitwidth+1); 

 sub1 <= sub1_mux0 - sub1_mux1_1; 
  

 --sub3,4 (cmplx_msb calculations) 

 sub3 <= s3_m0 - s3_m1; 

 sub4 <= s4_m0 - s4_m1; 
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 --sub2 (cmplx_lsb calculations) 

 sub2 <= s2_l0 - s2_l1; 

   

 --multiplier  

 mul0_mux <= add1_cmplx when cfg(8)='1' else add1; 

 mul1_mux <= mul0_mux when cfg(0)='1' else in0; 
 mul_in0 <= mul1_mux; 

 mul_in1 <= in2;--mul2_mux; 

 mul_out0 <= mul_in1 * mul_in0(7 downto 0);  

 mul_out1 <= mul_in1 * mul_in0(15 downto 8); 

 mul_out_cmplx <= mul_out1(15 downto 0) & mul_out0(15 downto 0); 

 mul_out2(7 downto 0) <= mul_out0(7 downto 0); 

 mul_out2(31 downto 8) <= resize(mul_out0(23 downto 8), 24) + mul_out1(23 downto 0); 

 mul_out <= mul_out2 when cfg(8)='0'else mul_out_cmplx; 

 cfgTemp1 <= cfg(11)&cfg(9); 

  

 process(cfgTemp1) 

 begin 
  case cfgTemp1 is 

   when "01" => 

    compIn1 <= const1; 

    compIn2 <= add1; 

    compIn3 <= const2; 

    compIn4 <= add2; 

   when "00" => 

    compIn1 <= const1; 

    compIn2 <= add2; 

    compIn3 <= const2; 

    compIn4 <= sub1; 
   when "10" => 

    compIn1 <= in1; 

    compIn2 <= in0; 

    compIn3 <= in3; 

    compIn4 <= in2; 

   when others => 

    compIn1 <= const1; 

    compIn2 <= in0; 

    compIn3 <= const2; 

    compIn4 <= in1; 

  end case; 

 end process; 
 

 inTemp <= in0(to_integer(in1(3 downto 0))); 

  

 process(cfg(13 downto 12),eq1,eq2,lt1,lt2,gt1,gt2,inTemp,in0(0),in1(0),const1(0),const2(0)) 

 begin 

  status(0) <= '0'; 

  status(1) <= '0'; 

  status(2) <= '0'; 

  status(5) <= '0'; 

  status(6) <= '0'; 

  status(7) <= '0'; 
 

  if cfg(13) = '1' then 

   if in0(0) = const1(0) then 

    status(5) <= '1'; 
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   else 

    status(7) <= in0(0); 

    status(6) <= const1(0); 

   end if; 

    

   if in1(0) = const2(0) then 
    status(0) <= '1'; 

   else 

    status(2) <= in1(0); 

    status(1) <= const2(0); 

   end if; 

  elsif cfg(12) = '1' then 

   if in0(0) = const1(0) then 

    status(5) <= '1'; 

   else 

    status(7) <= in0(0); 

    status(6) <= const1(0); 

   end if; 
    

   if inTemp = const2(0) then 

    status(0) <= '1'; 

   else 

    status(2) <= inTemp; 

    status(1) <= const2(0); 

   end if; 

  else 

   status(0) <= eq2; 

   status(1) <= lt2; 

   status(2) <= gt2; 
   status(5) <= eq1; 

   status(6) <= lt1; 

   status(7) <= gt1; 

  end if; 

 end process; 

       

 compOut1 <= compIn1 - compIn2; 

 compOut2 <= compIn3 - compIn4; 

  

 eq1 <= '1' when compOut1 = x"0000" else '0'; 

 eq2 <= '1' when compOut2 = x"0000" else '0'; 

  
 gt1 <= compOut1(15); 

 gt2 <= compOut2(15); 

  

 lt1 <= not(lt1 or eq1); 

 lt2 <= not(lt2 or eq2); 

  

 with mul_saturation select  

       mul_saturated <= mul_outd4(bitwidth-1 downto 0)    when "0000", 

                      mul_outd4(bitwidth+1 downto 2)    when "0001", 

                    mul_outd4(bitwidth+3 downto 4)    when "0010", 

                      mul_outd4(bitwidth+5 downto 6)  when "0011", 
                      mul_outd4(bitwidth+7 downto 8)  when "0100", 

                      mul_outd4(bitwidth+9 downto 10) when "0101", 

                    mul_outd4(bitwidth+11 downto 12) when "0110", 

                      mul_outd4(bitwidth+13 downto 14) when "0111", 
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                      mul_outd4(bitwidth+15 downto 16) when others;      

 --outputs 

 SC0<= cfg(8) & cfg (4); 

   

 with SC0 select  

      out0_0 <= result0 when "01", 
              cmplxOut0  when "10", 

              mul_saturated when others; 

   

               out1_0 <= result1 when cfg(4)='1' else add1; 

  

 out2_unsat <= add2 when cfg(7)='0' else resize (cmplxOut0, 2*bitwidth+1);  

 out3_unsat <= sub1 when cfg(7)='0' else resize (cmplxOut1, 2*bitwidth+1); 

  

 --scaling 

 add2_scaled <=  add2 when mdpu_saturation='0' else SHIFT_RIGHT(add2,1); 

 sub1_scaled <=  Sub1 when mdpu_saturation='0' else SHIFT_RIGHT(sub1,1); 

  
 --saturation 

 s0 <= (others =>  (add2_scaled(2*bitwidth))); 

 s1 <= (others =>  (sub1_scaled(2*bitwidth))); 

 s2 <= (others => not (add2_scaled(2*bitwidth))); 

 s3 <= (others => not (sub1_scaled(2*bitwidth))); 

  

 out2_sat <= (add2_scaled(2*bitwidth) & s2)  when add2_scaled(2*bitwidth-1 downto 2*fraction )=s0 else 

add2_scaled(bitwidth+fraction-1 downto fraction); 

 out3_sat <= (sub1_scaled(2*bitwidth) & s3)  when sub1_scaled(2*bitwidth-1 downto 2*fraction )=s1 else 

sub1_scaled(bitwidth+fraction-1 downto fraction); 

  
 --roundoff 

 out2_rounded <= out2_sat when add2_scaled(fraction-1)='0' else (out2_sat+x"0001"); 

 out3_rounded <= out3_sat when sub1_scaled(fraction-1)='0' else (out3_sat+x"0001"); 

 

        out2_0 <= out2_rounded when cfg(9)='1' else out0_0; 

 out3_0 <= out3_rounded when cfg(9)='1' else out1_0; 

 

        out2 <= in0 when cfg(12)='1' else out2_0; 

 out3 <= in1 when cfg(12)='1' else out3_0; 

  

 --serial ovsf generator  

 OVSF_step1: for i in 0 to 7 generate 
   OVSF0_0(i) <= counter(i) and Index0 ( 7-i);                 

   OVSF1_0(i) <= counter(i) and Index1 ( 7-i); 

 end generate OVSF_step1;   

    

 OVSF0_1(0) <= OVSF0_0 (0); 

 OVSF1_1(0) <= OVSF1_0 (0);   

  

 OVSF_step2: for i in 1 to 7 generate 

     OVSF0_1(i) <= OVSF0_0 (i) xor OVSF0_1(i-1); 

     OVSF1_1(i) <= OVSF1_0 (i) xor OVSF1_1(i-1); 

 end generate OVSF_step2; 
 OVSF0 <= not (OVSF0_1(7)); 

 OVSF1 <= not (OVSF1_1(7)); 

  

 Index0 <= In0(15 downto 8); 
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 Index1 <= In0(7 downto 0); 

           

 process(clk, rst_n, SC1 ,cfg(6)) 

 begin 

   if rst_n='0' then  

     ScramblerReRegister0  <= (others => '0'); 
     ScramblerImRegister0  <= (others => '0'); 

     ScramblerReRegister1  <= (others => '0'); 

     ScramblerImRegister1  <= (others => '0'); 

     counter <= (others => '0'); 

      

   elsif rising_edge(clk) then   

     if SC1(0) ='1' then  

     if SC1(1) = '0' then 

  

           if cfg(6)='1' then  

             ScramblerReRegister0(24 downto 0) <= In1(24 downto 0); 

             ScramblerImRegister0(24 downto 0) <= In3(24 downto 0); 
           else 

             ScramblerReRegister1(24 downto 0) <= In1(24 downto 0); 

             ScramblerImRegister1(24 downto 0) <= In3(24 downto 0); 

           end if;    

     else     

           counter <= counter +x"01";  

           ScramblerReRegister0(23 downto 0) <= ScramblerReRegister0(24 downto 1);  

           ScramblerReRegister0(24) <= MetaB0; 

           ScramblerReRegister1(23 downto 0) <= ScramblerReRegister1(24 downto 1);  

           ScramblerReRegister1(24) <= MetaB1;           

           ScramblerImRegister0(23 downto 0) <= ScramblerImRegister0(24 downto 1); 
           ScramblerImRegister0(24) <= MetaC0; 

           ScramblerImRegister1(23 downto 0) <= ScramblerImRegister1(24 downto 1); 

           ScramblerImRegister1(24) <= MetaC1;       

     end if;         

     end if; 

   end if; 

 end process;  

    

 MetaA0 <= ScramblerReRegister0(18) xor ScramblerReRegister0(7) xor ScramblerReRegister0(4); 

 MetaA1 <= ScramblerReRegister1(18) xor ScramblerReRegister1(7) xor ScramblerReRegister1(4); 

 -- B 

 MetaB0 <= ScramblerReRegister0(3) xor ScramblerReRegister0(0); 
 MetaB1 <= ScramblerReRegister1(3) xor ScramblerReRegister1(0); 

 -- C 

 MetaC0 <= ScramblerImRegister0(3) xor ScramblerImRegister0(2) xor ScramblerImRegister0(1) xor 

ScramblerImRegister0(0);  

 MetaC1 <= ScramblerImRegister1(3) xor ScramblerImRegister1(2) xor ScramblerImRegister1(1) xor 

ScramblerImRegister1(0);  

 -- D  

 MetaD0 <= ScramblerImRegister0(17) xor ScramblerImRegister0(6) xor ScramblerImRegister0(4);  

 MetaD1 <= ScramblerImRegister1(17) xor ScramblerImRegister1(6) xor ScramblerImRegister1(4);  

  

 ScramblerImOut0 <= MetaA0 xor MetaD0;  
 ScramblerImOut1 <= MetaA1 xor MetaD1; 

  

 ScramblerReOut0 <= ScramblerReRegister0(0) xor ScramblerImRegister0(0); 

 ScramblerReOut1 <= ScramblerReRegister1(0) xor ScramblerImRegister1(0); 
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 result0(8) <= ScramblerReOut0 xnor OVSF0; 

 result0(0) <= ScramblerImOut0 xnor OVSF0;      

 result0(7 downto 1) <= (others => '0' ); 

 result0(bitwidth-1 downto 9) <= (others => '0' ); 

 result1(8) <= ScramblerReOut1 xnor OVSF1; 
 result1(0) <= ScramblerImOut1 xnor OVSF1;    

 result1(7 downto 1) <= (others => '0' ); 

 result1(bitwidth-1 downto 9) <= (others => '0' );     

  

 process (clk, selfRstN) 

 begin 

  if selfRstN='0' then  

   reg_out <= (others => '0'); 

  elsif rising_edge (clk) then 

   reg_out <=add2_16; 

  end if; 

 end process;  
  

 --mode vector rotator:(cfg(7)='1') 

  

 CC<=In2(8) & In2(0) & In3(8) & In3(0); 

  

 a <= in0(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

 b <= in0(bitwidth-1 downto reImWidth); 

 c <= in0(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

 d <= in1(bitwidth-1 downto reImWidth); 

  

 process (clk, rst_n, CC)--  cfg(7) 
 begin 

   if rst_n='0' then  

     accRe0 <= (others => '0'); 

     accIm0 <= (others => '0'); 

     accRe1 <= (others => '0'); 

     accIm1 <= (others => '0'); 

  

   elsif rising_edge (clk) then 

  

   accRe0 <= cmplxReOut0; 

   accIm0 <= cmplxImOut0; 

   accRe1 <= cmplxReOut1; 
   accIm1 <= cmplxImOut1; 

  

   end if; 

 end process; 

  

 process(clk, rst_n,eqN, cfg(10)) 

 begin 

  if rst_n = '0' then  

   count <= 0; 

  elsif rising_edge(clk) then 

   if eqN = '0' then 
    count <= 0; 

   elsif cfg(10) = '1' then 

    count <= count + 1; 

   end if; 
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  end if; 

 end process; 

  

 eqN <= '0' when count = count_acc else '1'; 

 selfRstN <= eqN and rst_n; 

 
 process (CC, a, b, c, d,sub1,sub2, sub3, sub4, add1_8msb,add1_8lsb  ) 

   begin  

 a1_l0 <= (others => '0'); 

 a1_l1<=(others => '0'); 

 s1_l0<=(others => '0'); 

 s1_l1<=(others => '0'); 

 a1_m0<=(others => '0'); 

 a1_m1<=(others => '0'); 

 s2_l0<=(others => '0'); 

 s2_l1<=(others => '0'); 

 s3_m0<=(others => '0'); 

 s3_m1<=(others => '0'); 
 s4_m0<=(others => '0'); 

 s4_m1<=(others => '0'); 

 cmplxIm0<=(others => '0'); 

 cmplxRe0<=(others => '0'); 

 cmplxRe1<=(others => '0'); 

 cmplxIm1<=(others => '0'); 

       --if cfg(7)='1' then  

    if CC(3 downto 2)="00" then  

   a1_l0 <= a; a1_l1 <= b; 

   s1_l0 <= b; s1_l1 <= a; 

   cmplxRe0 <= sub1(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 
   cmplxIm0 <= not(add1_8lsb(reImWidth-1 downto 0)); 

   if CC(1 downto 0)="00" then  

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= d; s2_l1 <= c; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub2(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

    cmplxIm1 <= not(add1_8msb);  

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="01" then 

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d; 

    cmplxRe1 <= not(add1_8msb); 

    cmplxIm1 <= sub2(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="10" then 
           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d;     

    s3_m0 <= d; s3_m1 <= c; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub2(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

    cmplxIm1 <= sub3; 

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="11" then 

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub2(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

    cmplxIm1 <= add1_8msb; 

   end if; 

  elsif CC(3 downto 2)="01" then  
   a1_l0 <= a; a1_l1 <= b; 

   s1_l0 <= a; s1_l1 <= b; 

   cmplxRe0 <= not(add1_8lsb(reImWidth-1 downto 0)) ; 

   cmplxIm0 <= sub1(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 
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   if CC(1 downto 0)="00" then  

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= d; s2_l1 <= c; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub2; 

    cmplxIm1 <= not(add1_8msb); 

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="01" then 
    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d; 

    cmplxRe1 <= not(add1_8msb); 

    cmplxIm1 <= sub2; 

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="10" then 

           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d;     

    s3_m0 <= d; s3_m1 <= c; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub2; 

    cmplxIm1 <= sub3; 

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="11" then 

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d; 
    cmplxRe1 <= sub2; 

    cmplxIm1 <= add1_8msb; 

   end if; 

  elsif CC(3 downto 2)="10" then  

   s1_l0 <= a; s1_l1 <= b;    

   s2_l0 <= b; s2_l1 <= a; 

   cmplxRe0 <= sub1(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

   cmplxIm0 <= sub2; 

   if CC(1 downto 0)="00" then  

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s3_m0 <= d; s3_m1 <= c; 
    cmplxRe1 <= sub3; 

    cmplxIm1 <= not(add1_8msb);  

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="01" then 

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s3_m0 <= c; s3_m1 <= d; 

    cmplxRe1 <= not(add1_8msb); 

    cmplxIm1 <= sub3; 

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="10" then 

           s4_m0 <= c; s4_m1 <= d;     

    s3_m0 <= d; s3_m1 <= c; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub4; 

    cmplxIm1 <= sub3; 
   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="11" then 

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s3_m0 <= c; s3_m1 <= d; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub3; 

    cmplxIm1 <= add1_8msb; 

   end if; 

  elsif CC(3 downto 2)="11" then  

   a1_l0 <= a; a1_l1 <= b; 

   s1_l0 <= a; s1_l1 <= b; 

   cmplxRe0 <= sub1(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

   cmplxIm0 <= add1_8lsb(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 
   if CC(1 downto 0)="00" then  

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= d; s2_l1 <= c; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub2(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 
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    cmplxIm1 <= not(add1_8msb);  

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="01" then 

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d; 

    cmplxRe1 <= not(add1_8msb); 

    cmplxIm1 <= sub2(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 
   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="10" then 

           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d;     

    s3_m0 <= d; s3_m1 <= c; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub2(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

    cmplxIm1 <= sub3; 

   elsif CC(1 downto 0)="11" then 

    a1_m0 <= c; a1_m1 <= d; 

           s2_l0 <= c; s2_l1 <= d; 

    cmplxRe1 <= sub2(reImWidth-1 downto 0); 

    cmplxIm1 <= add1_8msb;                                              

   end if; 

    end if; 
 end process; 

 

 -- vector rotator  

 mux_accRe0 <= cmplxRe2 when cfg(8)='1' else cmplxRe0; 

 mux_accIm0 <= cmplxRe2 when cfg(8)='1' else cmplxIm0; 

  

 cmplxReOut0 <= mux_accRe0 + accRe0; 

 cmplxImOut0 <= mux_accIm0 + accIm0; 

 cmplxReOut1 <= cmplxRe1 + accRe1; 

 cmplxImOut1 <= cmplxIm1 + accIm1; 

 cmplxOut0 <= cmplxReOut0 & cmplxImOut0; 
 cmplxOut1 <= cmplxReOut1 & cmplxImOut1; 

  

 --MAC , complex multiplications 

  

 cmplxRe2 <= mul_outd4 (bitwidth+reImwidth-1 downto bitwidth);-- saturated 

 cmplxIm2 <= mul_outd4 (reImwidth-1 downto 0);--saturated 

  

 process (clk, rst_n)--  delay for multiplier 

 begin 

   if rst_n='0' then  

     mul_outd1 <= (others => '0'); 

     mul_outd2 <= (others => '0'); 
     mul_outd3 <= (others => '0'); 

     mul_outd4 <= (others => '0'); 

  

   elsif rising_edge (clk) then 

  

     mul_outd1 <= mul_out; 

     mul_outd2 <= mul_outd1; 

     mul_outd3 <= mul_outd2; 

     mul_outd4 <= mul_outd3; 

  

   end if; 
 end process;   

  

 end datapath; 
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Appendix B. Modified top-level fabric, VHDL code 
---------------- Copyright (c) notice ---------------------------------------------------- 

-- The VHDL code, the logic and concepts described in this file constitute 

-- the intellectual property of the authors listed below, who are affiliated 

-- to KTH(Kungliga Tekniska Hï¿½gskolan), School of ICT, Kista. 

-- Any unauthorised use, copy or distribution is strictly prohibited. 

-- Any authorised use, copy or distribution should carry this copyright notice 

-- unaltered. 

-- 

-- Rev1: Ahmed Hemani. 20090826. First checked in version. 

--                               7 column DRRA fabric.  

--                               Instantiates an old version of regfile. 

-- Rev2: Ali Shami    20090902   New versions of regfile, mdpu. 

--                               Sequencer, input ports and logic to configure 
--                               sequencer memory and load regfiles has been 

--                               added. 

-- Ahmed Hemani 20090902         Logic to configure the config memories for the 

--                               switches. 

-- Muhammad Ali Shami 20091216   Implemented Hierarichal control. Updated Sequencers,  

--                               and DRRA_Topleve for that purpose             

-- Muhammad Ali Shami 20100601   Implemneted Dynamic Delay for RFile. The initial , middle 

--                               Repetition delay of RFile are not variable. Updated Sequencer 

--                               DRRA toplevel and RFile for that purpose 

-- Muhammad Ali Shami 20100825   The configuration memories have been shrinked to 

--                               one memory for a single column. Now all the switchboxes  
--                               gets configuration signals from one single memory, saving  

--                               configuration memory. New switchboxes have been added and  

--                               configuration protocol has been improved. Toplevel and  

--                               switchboxes were changed for this purpose. 

-- Nasim Farahini     Creating DRRA cells with higher level of granularity, consisting of pre-designed sub-modules 

--Nasim Farahini     Modifying the horizontal buses associated with mDPU and regFile  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

LIBRARY ieee, work; 

USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL; 

USE ieee.numeric_std.ALL; 

USE work.drra_types_n_constants.ALL; 
USE work.misc.ALL; 

 

ENTITY fabric IS 

 

  --GENERIC (COLUMNS : INTEGER := 7); 

 

  PORT (rst_n : IN STD_LOGIC; 

        clk   : IN STD_LOGIC; 

 

        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

        --Memory Load BUS 
        reg_memory_load : IN bit;--IN  INTEGER range 0 to 2*COLUMNS  

        reg_read_write  : IN std_logic; --- if 1 then read else write 

        reg_IN       : IN signed (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 

       reg_OUT       : OUT std_logic_vector (bitwidth-1 downto 0); 
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        --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        --Sequencer Load BUS 

        instr_load  : IN std_logic; 

        instr_input : IN UNSIGNED (INSTR_WIDTH-1 DOWNTO 0); 

        seq_address : IN bit; --integer range 0 to 2*COLUMNS;  ---in order to generate addresses for sequencer 
 

        --From 3-D Memory 

        hc_Zbus          : IN HC_zbus_type (0 to 2*COLUMNS, 0 to ROWS-1) 

        ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

        ); 

 

END fabric; 

 

ARCHITECTURE rtl OF fabric IS 

 

  FUNCTION max (left, right : INTEGER) 
    RETURN INTEGER IS 

  BEGIN  -- max 

    IF left > right THEN 

      RETURN left; 

    ELSE 

      RETURN right; 

    END IF; 

  END max; 

 

  FUNCTION min (left, right : INTEGER) 

    RETURN INTEGER IS 
  BEGIN  -- max 

    IF left < right THEN 

      RETURN left; 

    ELSE 

      RETURN right; 

    END IF; 

  END min; 

 

 

  SIGNAL vlanes : vlane_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1); 

 

 
  -- _w stands for wire 

  SIGNAL reg_rfaout_right_w : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL reg_rfbout_right_w : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL reg_rfaout_left_w  : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL reg_rfbout_left_w  : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

 

  SIGNAL mdpu_outp0_left_w  : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_outp0_right_w : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_outp1_left_w  : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_outp1_right_w : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

 
  ----------RegFile Signals  

  SIGNAL reg_rfain_w : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL reg_rfbin_w : data_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 
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  SIGNAL reg_port_type                : reg_port_type_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL reg_instruction_input        : reg_instruction_input_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL  reg_middle_delay_offset     : reg_delay_offset_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL  reg_repetition_delay_offset : reg_delay_offset_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL  reg_initial_delay_offset    : reg_delay_offset_array_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 
  

 

-----------mDPU Signals 

  

  SIGNAL mdpu_saturation_w         : mdpu_saturation_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_cfg_w                : cfg_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_const1_w             : const_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_const2_w             : const_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_count_w              : count_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  --SIGNAL mdpu_count_dynamic_w      : count_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL counter_cfg_w             : counter_cfg_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL valid_flag_w              : valid_flag_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1);  
   

  SIGNAL mdpu_count_acc_w          : count_acc_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_outputcontrol_out0_w : outputcontrol_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_outputcontrol_out1_w : outputcontrol_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL mdpu_status_w             : status_type (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

   

  --Sequencer Singals/Wires 

  SIGNAL HC_out_left_w                  : HC_out_w_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL HC_out_right_w                 : HC_out_w_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL SBUS_OUT_w                     : SBUS_OUT_TYPE(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

 -- SIGNAL HC_in_w                   : HC_in_w_type(0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 
  SIGNAL sel_config_w_reg  : sel_swb_type2d (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1); 

  SIGNAL sel_config_w_mdpu  : sel_swb_type2d (0 TO COLUMNS-1, 0 TO ROWS-1);  

  --alias sel_sw: sel_swb_type (1 downto 0) is sel_config_w (5 downto 4); 

 SIGNAL whole_hb_reg                  : Hbus ( 0 to COLUMNS-NrOfHop-1, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1); 

 SIGNAL whole_hb_mdpu                  : Hbus ( 0 to COLUMNS-NrOfHop-1, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1); 

 SIGNAL whole_hb_hc                  : HC_in_bus_type ( 0 to COLUMNS-NrOfHop-1); 

BEGIN  -- rtl  

  

 vlanes<=(others=>(others=>(others=>'Z'))); 

  

  DRRA_COLS : FOR i IN 0 TO COLUMNS-1 GENERATE 

    CONSTANT left  : INTEGER := max (i-NrOfHop, 0); 
    CONSTANT right : INTEGER := min (i+NrOfHop, COLUMNS-1); 

    SIGNAL sel_config_w :Sbus_Switchbox; 

   

    

     

  BEGIN 

    DRRA_ROWS : FOR j IN 0 TO ROWS-1 GENERATE 

     -- SIGNAL hb_reg     : Hbus ( TO right, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1);  -- wires 

     -- SIGNAL hb_mdpu    : Hbus (left TO right, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1);  -- wires 

      --SIGNAL hb_hc      : HC_in_bus_type(left TO right) 

      
    --  alias hb_reg: HBUS_3d (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1) is  whole_hb_reg(left to right); 

    --  alias hb_mdpu: HBUS_3d (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1) is  whole_hb_mdpu(left to right); 

    --  alias hb_hc: HC_in_bus_type (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1) is  whole_hb_hc(left to right); 

         -- signal hb_reg:  HBUS_3d (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1) ; 
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         -- signal hb_mdpu:  HBUS_3d (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1); 

         -- signal hb_hc:   HC_in_bus_type (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1) ; 

         signal hb_reg:  Hbus (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1) ; 

         signal hb_mdpu: Hbus (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1); 

         signal hb_hc:   HC_in_bus_type (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1) ; 

     -- SIGNAL hb_reg     : Hbus (left to right, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1);  -- wires 
    --  SIGNAL hb_mdpu    : Hbus (left to right, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1);  -- wires 

     -- SIGNAL hb_hc      : HC_in_bus_type(left to right);--right-left);  -- wires 

  -- SIGNAL hb_reg                  : Hbus ( 0 to COLUMNS-NrOfHop-1, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1); 

 --  SIGNAL hb_mdpu                 : Hbus ( 0 to COLUMNS-NrOfHop-1, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1); 

  -- SIGNAL hb_hc                   : HC_in_bus_type ( 0 to COLUMNS-NrOfHop-1); 

 

      SIGNAL vb_hc      : UNSIGNED(HC_OUT_BITS-1 DOWNTO 0); 

    BEGIN 

 

kar: FOR c IN 0 TO MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1 GENERATE --Modified by Nasim 

  begin 

hb_reg (c,OUTP0)  <= whole_hb_reg(c+left,OUTP0); 
hb_reg (c,OUTP1)  <= whole_hb_reg(c+left,OUTP1); 

hb_mdpu (c,OUTP0)  <= whole_hb_mdpu(c+left,OUTP0); 

hb_mdpu (c,OUTP1)  <= whole_hb_mdpu(c+left,OUTP1); 

hb_hc (c)  <= whole_hb_hc(c+left); 

end generate kar; 

 

--hb_mdpu (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1, 0 TO NrOfOutp-1)) <= whole_hb_mdpu(left to right, 0 TO 

NrOfOutp-1)); 

--hb_hc  (0 to MaxNrOfOutpNHopAway-1)  <= whole_hb_hc(left to right)     

  

     u_drra_cell: Entity work.cell  –modified by Nasim 
     

--GENERIC MAP (--ADDRESS  => 2*i+j, 

                     -- bitwidth => bitwidth, 

                    --  row      => j+j*1) 

                     -- column   => 0, 

                     -- M        => right-left, 

                      --N        => bitwidth) 

                       

  PORT MAP (rst_n => rst_n, 

            clk   => clk,       

            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

            --Memory Load BUS 
            reg_memory_load  =>  reg_memory_load ,  

            reg_read_write   =>  reg_read_write,   

            reg_IN           =>  reg_IN ,          

            reg_OUT          =>  reg_OUT ,         

            --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

            --Sequencer Load BUS 

            instr_load  => instr_load,  

            instr_input => instr_input , 

            seq_address => seq_address , 

            ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

            --regfile 
            Rfain    =>   vlanes (i)(j*6+0),  --reg_rfain_w (i, j), 

            Rfbin    =>   vlanes (i)(j*6+1),  --reg_rfbin_w (i, j), 

            Rfaout_left    =>   reg_rfaout_left_w (i, j), 

            Rfaout_right   =>   reg_rfaout_right_w (i, j), 
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            Rfbout_left    =>   reg_rfbout_left_w (i, j), 

            Rfbout_right   =>   reg_rfbout_right_w (i, j), 

            --sequencer     

            SBUS_out       =>   SBUS_OUT_w(i,j),   

            HC_hbus_in     =>   hb_hc, 

            HC_vbus_in     =>   vb_hc, 
            HC_Out_left    =>   HC_out_left_w (i, j), 

            HC_Out_right   =>   HC_out_right_w (i, j), 

                         

            --mDPU          

            in0        => vlanes (i)(j*6+2), 

            in1        => vlanes (i)(j*6+3),                

            in2        => vlanes (i)(j*6+4), 

            in3        => vlanes (i)(j*6+5),  

            out0_left      => mdpu_outp0_left_w (i, j), 

            out1_left      => mdpu_outp1_left_w (i, j),      

            out0_right     => mdpu_outp0_right_w (i, j),                                        

            out1_right     => mdpu_outp1_right_w (i, j), 
            --sw 

            inputs_sw_reg => hb_reg, 

            sel_sw_reg     => sel_config_w_reg (i,j),                   

            outputs_sw_reg => vlanes (i), 

            inputs_sw_mdpu => hb_mdpu, 

            sel_sw_mdpu    => sel_config_w_mdpu(i,j), 

            outputs_sw_mdpu=> vlanes (i)); 

          

 

 

       --   vb_hc(0)<=HC_out_w (i, 1) when j=0;          
       --   vb_hc(0)<=HC_out_w (i, 0) when j=1; 

          vb_hc<=hc_Zbus(i, j); --(others=>'0'); --Will be connected to 3-D memory 

         

 

       hb_ZERO_left : FOR k IN 0 TO left-1 GENERATE –modified by Nasim  

       BEGIN 

        whole_hb_reg (k, OUTP0)  <= (others => '0'); 

        whole_hb_reg (k, OUTP1)  <= (others => '0'); 

        whole_hb_mdpu (k, OUTP0) <= (others => '0'); 

        whole_hb_mdpu (k, OUTP1) <= (others => '0'); 

 whole_hb_hc (k)   <= (others => '0'); 

 
      END GENERATE hb_ZERO_left; 

 

      hb_left : FOR k IN left TO i GENERATE –modified by Nasim 

      BEGIN 

        whole_hb_reg (k, OUTP0)  <= reg_rfaout_right_w (i, j); 

        whole_hb_reg (k, OUTP1)  <= reg_rfbout_right_w (i, j); 

        whole_hb_mdpu (k, OUTP0) <= mdpu_outp0_right_w (i, j); 

        whole_hb_mdpu (k, OUTP1) <= mdpu_outp1_right_w (i, j); 

                 

        ---For control 

        whole_hb_hc (k)   <= HC_out_right_w (i, j) when k <i; 
        whole_hb_hc (k)   <= HC_out_right_w (i, 1) when j=0 and k=i; 

        whole_hb_hc (k)   <= HC_out_right_w (i, 0) when j=1 and k=i; 

      END GENERATE hb_left; 
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      hb_right : FOR k IN i+1 TO right GENERATE  –modified by Nasim 

      BEGIN 

        whole_hb_reg (k, OUTP0)  <= reg_rfaout_left_w (i, j); 

        whole_hb_reg (k, OUTP1)  <= reg_rfbout_left_w (i, j); 

        whole_hb_mdpu (k, OUTP0) <= mdpu_outp0_left_w (i, j); 

        whole_hb_mdpu (k, OUTP1) <= mdpu_outp1_left_w (i, j); 
         

        --for control 

        whole_hb_hc (k)   <= HC_out_left_w (i, j); 

         

     END GENERATE hb_right; 

 

     hb_ZERO_right : FOR k IN right+1 TO COLUMNS-NrOfHop-1 GENERATE –modified by Nasim 

      BEGIN 

        whole_hb_reg (k, OUTP0)  <= (others => '0'); 

        whole_hb_reg (k, OUTP1)  <= (others => '0'); 

        whole_hb_mdpu (k, OUTP0) <= (others => '0'); 

        whole_hb_mdpu (k, OUTP1) <= (others => '0'); 
 whole_hb_hc (k)   <= (others => '0'); 

 

      END GENERATE hb_ZERO_right; 

 

    END GENERATE DRRA_ROWS; 

     

top_config_sw: ENTITY work.top_config –modified by Nasim 

 

 Generic Map (N=> N) 

 PORT MAP ( rst_n =>rst_n, 

        clk => clk, 
           

          --Port 0 

             sel_dav0         =>  SBUS_OUT_w(i,0)(10), 

             sel_row0         =>  to_integer(SBUS_OUT_w(i,0)(9 downto 8)), 

             sel_v_index0       =>  to_integer(SBUS_OUT_w(i,0)(7 downto 4)), 

             sel_hb_index0     =>  to_integer(SBUS_OUT_w(i,0)(3 downto 1)), 

             sel_outp_index0       =>  SBUS_OUT_w(i,0)(0), 

           

           --Port 1 

             sel_dav1         =>  SBUS_OUT_w(i,1)(10), 

             sel_row1         =>  to_integer(SBUS_OUT_w(i,1)(9 downto 8)), 

             sel_v_index1       =>  to_integer(SBUS_OUT_w(i,1)(7 downto 4)), 
             sel_hb_index1      =>  to_integer(SBUS_OUT_w(i,1)(3 downto 1)), 

             sel_outp_index1  =>  SBUS_OUT_w(i,1)(0), 

     

           --  sel_registers    =>  sel_config_w, 

         

                         

        output0 => sel_config_w_reg (i,0), 

        output1 =>sel_config_w_mdpu (i,0), 

        output2 =>sel_config_w_reg (i,1) ,   

        output3 =>sel_config_w_mdpu (i,1));       

                   
  END GENERATE DRRA_COLS; 

 

 

END rtl;  
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Appendix C. Physical synthesis script of a DRRA cell 
####################################################### 
# Encounter Command script (NASIM FARAHINI 2011) 

# 

####################################################### 

 

loadConfig /home/nasim/Thesis/DRRAFabric/DRRACell/SOC/Default.conf 0 

commitConfig 

 

floorPlan -site core -d 700 700 50 50 50 50 

setObjFPlanBox Module swb_reg 51.365 52.92 112.125 419.72 

setObjFPlanBox Module u_reg 113.728 50.120 457.240 419.720 

setObjFPlanBox Module u_reg 119.697 50.120 457.240 419.720 
setObjFPlanBox Module swb_mdpu 50.960 419.638 127.680 649.320 

setObjFPlanBox Module u_mdpu 128.650 419.720 456.120 649.320 

setObjFPlanBox Module u_sequencer 430.086 49.125 640.366 648.325 

 

clearGlobalNets 

globalNetConnect VCC -type pgpin -pin VCC -inst * -module {} 

globalNetConnect GND -type pgpin -pin GND -inst * -module {} 

 

addRing -spacing_bottom 5 -width_left 10 -width_bottom 10 -width_top 10 -spacing_top 5 -layer_bottom metal5 -

stacked_via_top_layer metal6 -width_right 10 -around core -jog_distance 0.28 -offset_bottom 5 -layer_top metal5 -

threshold 0.28 -offset_left 5 -spacing_right 5 -spacing_left 5 -offset_right 5 -offset_top 5 -layer_right metal6 -nets 
{GND VCC } -stacked_via_bottom_layer metal1 -layer_left metal6 

 

addStripe -block_ring_top_layer_limit metal6 -max_same_layer_jog_length 1.12 -padcore_ring_bottom_layer_limit 

metal5 -set_to_set_distance 100 -split_vias 1 -same_sized_stack_vias 1 -stacked_via_top_layer metal6 -

padcore_ring_top_layer_limit metal6 -spacing 1 -xleft_offset 100 -merge_stripes_value 0.28 -layer metal6 -

block_ring_bottom_layer_limit metal5 -width 5 -nets {GND VCC } -stacked_via_bottom_layer metal1 

saveDesign /home/nasim/Thesis/DRRAFabric/DRRACell/SOC/cellStriped.enc 

 

#loadFPlan /home/nasim/Thesis/DRRAFabric/DRRACell/SOC/cell.fp 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin padPin padRing corePin floatingStripe } -layerChangeRange { 1 6 } -blockPinTarget { 

nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -padPinPortConnect { allPort oneGeom } -checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -
blockPin useLef -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -targetViaTopLayer 6 -

crossoverViaTopLayer 6 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } 

 

source pinScript2.tcl 

placeDesign -prePlaceOpt 

 

 

addCTSCellList {BUFCKHLX1 BUFCKHLX12 BUFCKHLX16 BUFCKHLX1P BUFCKHLX2 BUFCKHLX20 

BUFCKHLX3 BUFCKHLX4 BUFCKHLX6 BUFCKHLX8 BUFHLX1 BUFHLX12 BUFHLX16 BUFHLX1P 

BUFHLX2 BUFHLX20 BUFHLX3 BUFHLX4 BUFHLX5 BUFHLX6 BUFHLX8 BUFHLXLP DELAHLX3 

DELBHLX3 DELCHLX3 DELDHLX3 INVCKHLX1 INVCKHLX12 INVCKHLX16 INVCKHLX1P 
INVCKHLX2 INVCKHLX20 INVCKHLX3 INVCKHLX4 INVCKHLX6 INVCKHLX8 INVCKHLXLP 

INVHLX1 INVHLX12 INVHLX16 INVHLX1P INVHLX2 INVHLX20 INVHLX3 INVHLX4 INVHLX5 

INVHLX6 INVHLX8 INVHLXLP} 

clockDesign -genSpecOnly Clock.ctstch 

clockDesign -specFile Clock.ctstch -outDir clock_report -fixedInstBeforeCTS 

 

setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeWithTimingDriven true 

setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeTopRoutingLayer default 

setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeBottomRoutingLayer default 
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setNanoRouteMode -quiet -drouteEndIteration default 

setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeWithTimingDriven true 

setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeWithSiDriven false 

routeDesign -globalDetail 

 

getFillerMode -quiet 
findCoreFillerCells 

addFiller -cell FILLERHL8E FILLERHL64E FILLERHL4E FILLERHL32E FILLERHL3 FILLERHL2 

FILLERHL16E FILLERHL1 -prefix FILLER -markFixed 

 

lefOut cell.lef -stripePin -PGpinLayers 5 6 -extractBlockPGPinLayers 5 6 

do_extract_model cell.lib -blackbox 

 

saveDesign /home/nasim/Thesis/DRRAFabric/DRRACell/SOC/finalCell.enc 

saveNetlist finalCell.v 

global dbgLefDefOutVersion 

set dbgLefDefOutVersion 5.7 

defOut -floorplan -netlist -routing finalCell.def 
set dbgLefDefOutVersion NULL 

streamOut finalCell.gds -mapFile streamOut.map -libName DesignLib -stripes 1 -units 1000 -mode ALL 
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Appendix D. Part of the script for DRRA cell pin placement 
####################################################### 

# Encounter Command script (NASIM FARAHINI 2011) 

# 

####################################################### 

#Right pins                                                                                                         

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  690    

-pin {{HC_vbus_in[0]} {HC_vbus_in[1]} {HC_vbus_in[2]} {HC_vbus_in[3]}} 
                                                                                                                    

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  680  -

pin {{HC_hbus_in[6][0]} {HC_hbus_in[6][1]} {HC_hbus_in[6][2]} {HC_hbus_in[6][3]}}  

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  670  -

pin {{HC_hbus_in[5][0]} {HC_hbus_in[5][1]} {HC_hbus_in[5][2]} {HC_hbus_in[5][3]}} 

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  660  -

pin {{HC_hbus_in[4][0]} {HC_hbus_in[4][1]} {HC_hbus_in[4][2]} {HC_hbus_in[4][3]}} 

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  650  -

pin {{HC_hbus_in[3][0]} {HC_hbus_in[3][1]} {HC_hbus_in[3][2]} {HC_hbus_in[3][3]}}   

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  640  -

pin {{HC_hbus_in[2][0]} {HC_hbus_in[2][1]} {HC_hbus_in[2][2]} {HC_hbus_in[2][3]}}   
editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  630  -

pin {{HC_hbus_in[1][0]} {HC_hbus_in[1][1]} {HC_hbus_in[1][2]} {HC_hbus_in[1][3]}}   

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  620  -

pin {{HC_hbus_in[0][0]} {HC_hbus_in[0][1]} {HC_hbus_in[0][2]} {HC_hbus_in[0][3]}}  

                                                                                                                   

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  600    

-pin {{inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][0]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][1]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][2]} 

{inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][3]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][4]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][5]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][6]} 

{inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][7]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][8]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][9]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][10]} 

{inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][11]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][12]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][13]} 

{inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][14]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[6][1][15]}}  
 

editPin -side  Right -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 700  340    

-pin {{inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][0]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][1]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][2]} 

{inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][3]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][4]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][5]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][6]} 

{inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][7]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][8]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][9]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][10]} 

{inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][11]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][12]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][13]} 

{inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][14]} {inputs_sw_mdpu[0][0][15]}}     

 

#Left pins 

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   680    -

pin {{outputs_sw_mdpu[0][0]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][1]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][2]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][3]} 

{outputs_sw_mdpu[0][4]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][5]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][6]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][7]} 
{outputs_sw_mdpu[0][8]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][9]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][10]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][11]} 

{outputs_sw_mdpu[0][12]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][13]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][14]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[0][15]}}         

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   660    -

pin {{outputs_sw_mdpu[1][0]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][1]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][2]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][3]} 

{outputs_sw_mdpu[1][4]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][5]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][6]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][7]} 

{outputs_sw_mdpu[1][8]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][9]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][10]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][11]} 

{outputs_sw_mdpu[1][12]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][13]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][14]} {outputs_sw_mdpu[1][15]}} 

  

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   440    -

pin {{outputs_sw_reg[0][0]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][1]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][2]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][3]} 

{outputs_sw_reg[0][4]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][5]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][6]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][7]} 
{outputs_sw_reg[0][8]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][9]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][10]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][11]} 

{outputs_sw_reg[0][12]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][13]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][14]} {outputs_sw_reg[0][15]}}         
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editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   200    -

pin {{Rfain[0]} {Rfain[1]} {Rfain[2]} {Rfain[3]} {Rfain[4]} {Rfain[5]} {Rfain[6]} {Rfain[7]} {Rfain[8]} 

{Rfain[9]} {Rfain[10]} {Rfain[11]} {Rfain[12]} {Rfain[13]} {Rfain[14]} {Rfain[15]}}  

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   180    -

pin {{Rfbin[0]} {Rfbin[1]} {Rfbin[2]} {Rfbin[3]} {Rfbin[4]} {Rfbin[5]} {Rfbin[6]} {Rfbin[7]} {Rfbin[8]} 

{Rfbin[9]} {Rfbin[10]} {Rfbin[11]} {Rfbin[12]} {Rfbin[13]} {Rfbin[14]} {Rfbin[15]}} 
editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   160    -

pin {{in0[0]} {in0[1]} {in0[2]} {in0[3]} {in0[4]} {in0[5]} {in0[6]} {in0[7]} {in0[8]} {in0[9]} {in0[10]} {in0[11]} 

{in0[12]} {in0[13]} {in0[14]} {in0[15]}}   

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   140    -

pin {{in1[0]} {in1[1]} {in1[2]} {in1[3]} {in1[4]} {in1[5]} {in1[6]} {in1[7]} {in1[8]} {in1[9]} {in1[10]} {in1[11]} 

{in1[12]} {in1[13]} {in1[14]} {in1[15]}} 

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   120    -

pin {{in2[0]} {in2[1]} {in2[2]} {in2[3]} {in2[4]} {in2[5]} {in2[6]} {in2[7]} {in2[8]} {in2[9]} {in2[10]} {in2[11]} 

{in2[12]} {in2[13]} {in2[14]} {in2[15]}}  

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   100    -

pin {{in3[0]} {in3[1]} {in3[2]} {in3[3]} {in3[4]} {in3[5]} {in3[6]} {in3[7]} {in3[8]} {in3[9]} {in3[10]} {in3[11]} 

{in3[12]} {in3[13]} {in3[14]} {in3[15]}} 
                                                                                          

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   80      -

pin {{out0_left[0]} {out0_left[1]} {out0_left[2]} {out0_left[3]} {out0_left[4]} {out0_left[5]} {out0_left[6]} 

{out0_left[7]} {out0_left[8]} {out0_left[9]} {out0_left[10]} {out0_left[11]} {out0_left[12]} {out0_left[13]} 

{out0_left[14]} {out0_left[15]}} 

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   60      -

pin {{out1_left[0]} {out1_left[1]} {out1_left[2]} {out1_left[3]} {out1_left[4]} {out1_left[5]} {out1_left[6]} 

{out1_left[7]} {out1_left[8]} {out1_left[9]} {out1_left[10]} {out1_left[11]} {out1_left[12]} {out1_left[13]} 

{out1_left[14]} {out1_left[15]}}    

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   40      -

pin {{Rfaout_left[0]} {Rfaout_left[1]} {Rfaout_left[2]} {Rfaout_left[3]} {Rfaout_left[4]} {Rfaout_left[5]} 
{Rfaout_left[6]} {Rfaout_left[7]} {Rfaout_left[8]} {Rfaout_left[9]} {Rfaout_left[10]} {Rfaout_left[11]} 

{Rfaout_left[12]} {Rfaout_left[13]} {Rfaout_left[14]} {Rfaout_left[15]}} 

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   20      -

pin {{Rfbout_left[0]} {Rfbout_left[1]} {Rfbout_left[2]} {Rfbout_left[3]} {Rfbout_left[4]} {Rfbout_left[5]} 

{Rfbout_left[6]} {Rfbout_left[7]} {Rfbout_left[8]} {Rfbout_left[9]} {Rfbout_left[10]} {Rfbout_left[11]} 

{Rfbout_left[12]} {Rfbout_left[13]} {Rfbout_left[14]} {Rfbout_left[15]}}    

editPin -side  Left -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 3 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start  0   10      -

pin {{HC_Out_left[0]} {HC_Out_left[1]} {HC_Out_left[2]} {HC_Out_left[3]}}                                                

                                                                                                                       

#Top pins 

 

editPin -side  Top -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start   250   700  -
pin {{instr_input[0]} {instr_input[1]} {instr_input[2]} {instr_input[3]} {instr_input[4]} {instr_input[5]} 

{instr_input[6]} {instr_input[7]} {instr_input[8]} {instr_input[9]} {instr_input[10]} {instr_input[11]} 

{instr_input[12]} {instr_input[13]} {instr_input[14]} {instr_input[15]} {instr_input[16]} {instr_input[17]} 

{instr_input[18]} {instr_input[19]} {instr_input[20]} {instr_input[21]} {instr_input[22]} {instr_input[23]} 

{instr_input[24]} {instr_input[25]} {instr_input[26]} {instr_input[27]} {instr_input[28]} {instr_input[29]} 

{instr_input[30]} {instr_input[31]} {instr_input[32]} {instr_input[33]} {instr_input[34]} {instr_input[35]}}        

editPin -side  Top -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start   300   700  -

pin instr_load             

editPin -side  Top -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start   310   700  -

pin {{reg_IN[0]} {reg_IN[1]} {reg_IN[2]} {reg_IN[3]} {reg_IN[4]} {reg_IN[5]} {reg_IN[6]} {reg_IN[7]} 

{reg_IN[8]} {reg_IN[9]} {reg_IN[10]} {reg_IN[11]} {reg_IN[12]} {reg_IN[13]} {reg_IN[14]} {reg_IN[15]}}  
editPin -side  Top -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start   330   700  -

pin reg_memory_load  

editPin -side  Top -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start   340   700  -

pin {{reg_OUT[0]} {reg_OUT[1]} {reg_OUT[2]} {reg_OUT[3]} {reg_OUT[4]} {reg_OUT[5]} {reg_OUT[6]} 
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{reg_OUT[7]} {reg_OUT[8]} {reg_OUT[9]} {reg_OUT[10]} {reg_OUT[11]} {reg_OUT[12]} {reg_OUT[13]} 

{reg_OUT[14]} {reg_OUT[15]}} 

editPin -side  Top -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start   360   700  -

pin reg_read_write   

editPin -side  Top -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start   370   700  -

pin seq_address   
                                                                                    

                                                                                                                       

#Bottom pins                                                                                                 

editPin -side Bottom -use CLOCK -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -start 100.0 0.0 -pin clk                        

editPin -side Bottom -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -start 110 0.0 -pin rst_n  

 

editPin -side Bottom -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 630      0       

-pin {{SBUS_out[0]} {SBUS_out[1]} {SBUS_out[2]} {SBUS_out[3]} {SBUS_out[4]} {SBUS_out[5]} 

{SBUS_out[6]} {SBUS_out[7]} {SBUS_out[8]} {SBUS_out[9]} {SBUS_out[10]}} 

editPin -side Bottom -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 600      0       

-pin {{sel_sw_mdpu[11][0]} {sel_sw_mdpu[11][1]} {sel_sw_mdpu[11][2]} {sel_sw_mdpu[11][3]} 

{sel_sw_mdpu[11][4]}} 
editPin -side Bottom -pinWidth 0.14 -pinDepth 0.5 -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 1 -start 480      0       

-pin {{sel_sw_reg[11][0]} {sel_sw_reg[11][1]} {sel_sw_reg[11][2]} {sel_sw_reg[11][3]} {sel_sw_reg[11][4]}}   
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Appendix E. Part of the MATLAB script used for cell LEF file correction  
 

fid=fopen('mylef15.lef','r+'); 

m=fread(fid); 

so=char(m'); 

 

a='inputs_sw_mdpu' 

b='\[' 
b1='[' 

d='\]' 

d1=']' 

d2='         ' 

 

count=7*2*16-1 

 

for i=0:6 

    for j=0:1 

     

    for k=15:-1:0 
         

        c=num2str(i) 

        c1=num2str(j) 

        e=num2str(k)  

        q=strfind(so,[a b c d  b c1 d b1 e d1]) 

        f=num2str(count) 

         

        fseek(fid,q(1)-1,'bof'); 

        fprintf(fid,'%s',[a b1 f d1 d2] ) 

        fprintf(fid,'\n' ) 

        fseek(fid,q(2)-1,'bof'); 
        fprintf(fid,'%s',[a b1 f d1 d2]) 

        fprintf(fid,'\n' ) 

        %c1=strfind(so,[a b1 f d1]) 

        count= count-1 

    end 

    end 

end 

 

fclose all; 
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Appendix F. Fabric physical design script 
####################################################### 

# Encounter Command script (NASIM FARAHINI 2011) 

# 

####################################################### 

# set the BASENAME for the config and floorplan files. This 

# will also be used for the .lib, .lef, .v, and .spef files 

# that are output by this script 
set BASENAME "hier_DRRA" 

 

 

loadConfig /home/nasim/Thesis/DRRAFabric/fabric/fabricBlackBox/SOC2/Default2.conf 0 

commitConfig 

 

 

floorPlan -site core -s 5385 1780 100 100 100 100 

clearGlobalNets 

globalNetConnect VCC -type pgpin -pin VCC -inst * -module {} 

globalNetConnect GND -type pgpin -pin GND -inst * -module {} 
 

relativeFPlan --relativePlace u_drra_cell_0_0 BR Top_Core_Boundary BL 100 100 R0 

source /home/nasim/Thesis/DRRAFabric/fabric/fabricBlackBox/SOC2/amMaker5.tcl 

 

#relativeFPlan --relativePlace top_config_sw_0 TR Bottom_Core_Boundary TL 300 20 R0 

#source /home/nasim/Thesis/DRRAFabric/fabric/fabricBlackBox/SOC/amMaker1.tcl 

 

addRing -spacing_bottom 5 -width_left 25 -width_bottom 25 -width_top 25 -spacing_top 5 -layer_bottom metal5 -

stacked_via_top_layer metal9 -width_right 25 -around core -jog_distance 0.28 -offset_bottom 10 -layer_top metal5 -

threshold 0.28 -offset_left 10 -spacing_right 5 -spacing_left 5 -offset_right 10 -offset_top 10 -layer_right metal6 -

nets {GND VCC } -stacked_via_bottom_layer metal1 -layer_left metal6 
 

 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_6_1 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_6_0 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_5_1 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_5_0 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_4_1 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_4_0 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_3_1 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_3_0 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_2_1 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_2_0 
addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_1_1 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_1_0 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_0_1 

addHaloToBlock 30 30 30 30 u_drra_cell_0_0 

 

addHaloToBlock 15 15 15 15 top_config_sw_6 

addHaloToBlock 15 15 15 15 top_config_sw_5 

addHaloToBlock 15 15 15 15 top_config_sw_4 

addHaloToBlock 15 15 15 15 top_config_sw_3 

addHaloToBlock 15 15 15 15 top_config_sw_2 

addHaloToBlock 15 15 15 15 top_config_sw_1 
addHaloToBlock 15 15 15 15 top_config_sw_0 
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selectInst u_drra_cell_* 

addRing -spacing_bottom 2 -width_left 10 -width_bottom 10 -width_top 10 -spacing_top 2 -layer_bottom metal5 -

stacked_via_top_layer metal9 -width_right 10 -around selected -jog_distance 0.28 -layer_top metal5 -threshold 0.28 

-spacing_right 2 -spacing_left 2 -type block_rings -layer_right metal6 -nets {GND VCC } -

stacked_via_bottom_layer metal1 -layer_left metal6 
 

selectInst top_config_sw_* 

#addRing -spacing_bottom 1 -width_left 2 -width_bottom 2 -width_top 2 -spacing_top 1 -layer_bottom metal5 -

stacked_via_top_layer metal9 -width_right 2 -around selected -jog_distance 0.28 -layer_top metal5 -threshold 0.28 -

spacing_right 1 -spacing_left 1 -type block_rings -layer_right metal6 -nets {GND VCC } -

stacked_via_bottom_layer metal1 -layer_left metal6 

 

addRing -spacing_bottom 2 -width_left 5 -width_bottom 5 -width_top 5 -spacing_top 2 -layer_bottom metal5 -

stacked_via_top_layer metal9 -width_right 5 -around selected -jog_distance 0.28 -layer_top metal5 -threshold 0.28 -

spacing_right 2 -spacing_left 2 -type block_rings -layer_right metal6 -nets {GND VCC } -

stacked_via_bottom_layer metal1 -layer_left metal6 

 
addStripe -block_ring_top_layer_limit metal7 -max_same_layer_jog_length 1.12 -padcore_ring_bottom_layer_limit 

metal5 -set_to_set_distance 100 -split_vias 1 -same_sized_stack_vias 1 -stacked_via_top_layer metal9 -

padcore_ring_top_layer_limit metal7 -spacing 1 -xleft_offset 1o0 -merge_stripes_value 0.28 -layer metal6 -

block_ring_bottom_layer_limit metal5 -width 10 -nets {GND VCC } -stacked_via_bottom_layer metal1 -

break_stripes_at_block_rings 1 

 

#specialRoute: 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin useLef -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 

-targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

top_config_sw_0 top_config_sw_1 top_config_sw_2 top_config_sw_3 top_config_sw_4 top_config_sw_5 
top_config_sw_6 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_0_0 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_1_0 } 

 
sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_0_1 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_2_1 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -
checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_1_1 } 
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sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_2_0 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -
checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_3_0 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_3_1 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 
u_drra_cell_4_0 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_4_1 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_5_0 } 
 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_5_1 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_6_0 } 

 

sroute -connect { blockPin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestRingStripe nearestTarget } -
checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -blockPin all -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } -block { 

u_drra_cell_6_1 } 

 

sroute -connect { corePin } -layerChangeRange { 1 9 } -blockPinTarget { nearestTarget } -

checkAlignedSecondaryPin 1 -allowJogging 1 -crossoverViaBottomLayer 1 -allowLayerChange 1 -

targetViaTopLayer 9 -crossoverViaTopLayer 9 -targetViaBottomLayer 1 -nets { GND VCC } 

#Placement 

placeDesign -prePlaceOpt 

 

source /home/nasim/Thesis/DRRAFabric/fabric/fabricBlackBox/SOC2/pinScript.tcl 
 

#clock:: 

#addCTSCellList {BUFCKHLX1 BUFCKHLX12 BUFCKHLX16 BUFCKHLX1P BUFCKHLX2 BUFCKHLX20 

BUFCKHLX3 BUFCKHLX4 BUFCKHLX6 BUFCKHLX8 BUFHLX1 BUFHLX12 BUFHLX16 BUFHLX1P 
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BUFHLX2 BUFHLX20 BUFHLX3 BUFHLX4 BUFHLX5 BUFHLX6 BUFHLX8 BUFHLXLP DELAHLX3 

DELBHLX3 DELCHLX3 DELDHLX3 INVCKHLX1 INVCKHLX12 INVCKHLX16 INVCKHLX1P 

INVCKHLX2 INVCKHLX20 INVCKHLX3 INVCKHLX4 INVCKHLX6 INVCKHLX8 INVCKHLXLP 

INVHLX1 INVHLX12 INVHLX16 INVHLX1P INVHLX2 INVHLX20 INVHLX3 INVHLX4 INVHLX5 

INVHLX6 INVHLX8 INVHLXLP} 

#clockDesign -genSpecOnly Clock.ctstch 
#clockDesign -specFile Clock.ctstch -outDir clock_report -fixedInstBeforeCTS 

 

#Timing Analysis:: 

#clearClockDomains 

#setClockDomains -all 

#timeDesign -preCTS -idealClock -pathReports -drvReports -slackReports -numPaths 50 -prefix fabric_preCTS -

outDir timingReports 

#clearClockDomains 

#setClockDomains -all 

#timeDesign -postCTS -pathReports -drvReports -slackReports -numPaths 50 -prefix fabric_postCTS -outDir 

timingReports 

 
#NanoRoute 

 

 #setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeWithTimingDriven true 

 #setNanoRouteMode -quiet -drouteStartIteration default 

 #setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeTopRoutingLayer default 

 #setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeBottomRoutingLayer default 

 #setNanoRouteMode -quiet -drouteEndIteration default 

 #setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeWithTimingDriven true 

 #setNanoRouteMode -quiet -routeWithSiDriven false 

 #routeDesign -globalDetail 
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Appendix G. Fabric pin placement script 
####################################################### 

# Encounter Command script (NASIM FARAHINI 2011) 

# 

####################################################### 

# DRRA Fabric:: Pin Script 

 

editPin -side Top -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -start 2100.0  1700.24 -pin instr_load 
editPin -side Top -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -start 2102.0  1700.24 -pin reg_memory_load 

editPin -side Top -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -start 2013 1700.24 -pin reg_read_write 

editPin -side Top -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -start 2014 1700.24 -pin seq_address 

editPin -side Top -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 0.28 -start 2110.0 1700.24 -pin {{reg_IN[0]} 

{reg_IN[1]} {reg_IN[2]} {reg_IN[3]} {reg_IN[4]} {reg_IN[5]} {reg_IN[6]} {reg_IN[7]} {reg_IN[8]} {reg_IN[9]} 

{reg_IN[10]} {reg_IN[11]} {reg_IN[12]} {reg_IN[13]} {reg_IN[14]} {reg_IN[15]}} 

editPin -side Top -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 0.28 -start 2120.0 1700.24 -pin {{reg_OUT[0]} 

{reg_OUT[1]} {reg_OUT[2]} {reg_OUT[3]} {reg_OUT[4]} {reg_OUT[5]} {reg_OUT[6]} {reg_OUT[7]} 

{reg_OUT[8]} {reg_OUT[9]} {reg_OUT[10]} {reg_OUT[11]} {reg_OUT[12]} {reg_OUT[13]} {reg_OUT[14]} 

{reg_OUT[15]}} 

editPin -side Top -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 0.28 -start 2200.0 1700.24 -pin {{instr_input[0]} 
{instr_input[1]} {instr_input[2]} {instr_input[3]} {instr_input[4]} {instr_input[5]} {instr_input[6]} {instr_input[7]} 

{instr_input[8]} {instr_input[9]} {instr_input[10]} {instr_input[11]} {instr_input[12]} {instr_input[13]} 

{instr_input[14]} {instr_input[15]} {instr_input[16]} {instr_input[17]} {instr_input[18]} {instr_input[19]} 

{instr_input[20]} {instr_input[21]} {instr_input[22]} {instr_input[23]} {instr_input[24]} {instr_input[25]} 

{instr_input[26]} {instr_input[27]} {instr_input[28]} {instr_input[29]} {instr_input[30]} {instr_input[31]} 

{instr_input[32]} {instr_input[33]} {instr_input[34]} {instr_input[35]}} 

editPin -side Top -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -spacing 0.28 -start 2250.0 1700.24 -pin {{hc_Zbus[0]} 

{hc_Zbus[1]} {hc_Zbus[2]} {hc_Zbus[3]} {hc_Zbus[4]} {hc_Zbus[5]} {hc_Zbus[6]} {hc_Zbus[7]} {hc_Zbus[8]} 

{hc_Zbus[9]} {hc_Zbus[10]} {hc_Zbus[11]} {hc_Zbus[12]} {hc_Zbus[13]} {hc_Zbus[14]} {hc_Zbus[15]} 

{hc_Zbus[16]} {hc_Zbus[17]} {hc_Zbus[18]} {hc_Zbus[19]} {hc_Zbus[20]} {hc_Zbus[21]} {hc_Zbus[22]} 

{hc_Zbus[23]} {hc_Zbus[24]} {hc_Zbus[25]} {hc_Zbus[26]} {hc_Zbus[27]} {hc_Zbus[28]} {hc_Zbus[29]} 
{hc_Zbus[30]} {hc_Zbus[31]} {hc_Zbus[32]} {hc_Zbus[33]} {hc_Zbus[34]} {hc_Zbus[35]} {hc_Zbus[36]} 

{hc_Zbus[37]} {hc_Zbus[38]} {hc_Zbus[39]} {hc_Zbus[40]} {hc_Zbus[41]} {hc_Zbus[42]} {hc_Zbus[43]} 

{hc_Zbus[44]} {hc_Zbus[45]} {hc_Zbus[46]} {hc_Zbus[47]} {hc_Zbus[48]} {hc_Zbus[49]} {hc_Zbus[50]} 

{hc_Zbus[51]} {hc_Zbus[52]} {hc_Zbus[53]} {hc_Zbus[54]} {hc_Zbus[55]} {hc_Zbus[56]} {hc_Zbus[57]} 

{hc_Zbus[58]} {hc_Zbus[59]} {hc_Zbus[60]} {hc_Zbus[61]} {hc_Zbus[62]} {hc_Zbus[63]} {hc_Zbus[64]} 

{hc_Zbus[65]} {hc_Zbus[66]} {hc_Zbus[67]} {hc_Zbus[68]} {hc_Zbus[69]} {hc_Zbus[70]} {hc_Zbus[71]} 

{hc_Zbus[72]} {hc_Zbus[73]} {hc_Zbus[74]} {hc_Zbus[75]} {hc_Zbus[76]} {hc_Zbus[77]} {hc_Zbus[78]} 

{hc_Zbus[79]} {hc_Zbus[80]} {hc_Zbus[81]} {hc_Zbus[82]} {hc_Zbus[83]} {hc_Zbus[84]} {hc_Zbus[85]} 

{hc_Zbus[86]} {hc_Zbus[87]} {hc_Zbus[88]} {hc_Zbus[89]} {hc_Zbus[90]} {hc_Zbus[91]} {hc_Zbus[92]} 

{hc_Zbus[93]} {hc_Zbus[94]} {hc_Zbus[95]} {hc_Zbus[96]} {hc_Zbus[97]} {hc_Zbus[98]} {hc_Zbus[99]} 

{hc_Zbus[100]} {hc_Zbus[101]} {hc_Zbus[102]} {hc_Zbus[103]} {hc_Zbus[104]} {hc_Zbus[105]} 

{hc_Zbus[106]} {hc_Zbus[107]} {hc_Zbus[108]} {hc_Zbus[109]} {hc_Zbus[110]} {hc_Zbus[111]} 
{hc_Zbus[112]} {hc_Zbus[113]} {hc_Zbus[114]} {hc_Zbus[115]} {hc_Zbus[116]} {hc_Zbus[117]} 

{hc_Zbus[118]} {hc_Zbus[119]}} 

 

editPin -side Bottom -use CLOCK -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType center -pin clk 

editPin -side Bottom -fixedPin 1 -layer 2 -spreadType start -start 2500 0.0 -pin rst_n 
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Appendix H. Part of the MATLAB code for routing ptopagation 
clc 

fid= fopen ('hb_mdpu.tcl', 'r+'); 

 

a0='setEdit -nets {whole_hb_mdpu'; 

a1='['; 

a2=']'; 

 
 

a4= ' } -layer_horizontal M7  -layer_vertical M4  -shape BLOCKWIRE -snap_to_track_regular 0'; 

a5= 'editAddRoute  ' 

a6='editCommitRoute '; 

a7='  ' 

s=.6 

x0=999.99 

yd=0;  

xd=25 % 

yb0=850 

y15= 1867.08 
y47=1827.04 

y79=1787.28 

y111=1747.24 

y143=1707.2 

y175=1667.16 

y207=1627.12 

yr15=1337.6 

yl15=1327.24 

sy=1.1 

 

for i=6:21 
        xd=25.2; 

        xr=25.3; 

    for j=1:-1:0 

        yd=0; 

 

        for k=15:-1:0 

         

bi=num2str(i); 

bj=num2str(j); 

bk=num2str(k);         

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a0 a1 bi a2 a1 bj a2 a1 bk a2 a4]); 

 
fprintf (fid,'%s\n','uiSetTool addWire'); 

 

x1=x0+(i-3)*900 

 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1) a7 num2str(y15-yd)]);% inputs_sw_mdpu(31)] 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd) a7 num2str(y15-yd)]); %sotoon bolande 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd) a7 num2str(y15-900-yd)]); %sotoon bolande 

fprintf (fid,'%s \n', [a5 num2str(x1) a7  num2str(y15-900-yd)]); %outputs_sw_reg[111], row1 

fprintf (fid,'%s \n', [a6 num2str(x1) a7 num2str(y15-900-yd)]); %pin paeiini (31) 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n','setEdit -layer_horizontal M9'); 
fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd) a7 num2str(yb0)]); %h_bus 

fprintf (fid,'%s \n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+6*900+192*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]);  
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fprintf (fid,'%s\n','setEdit -layer_horizontal M7'); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+6*900+192*s) a7 num2str(y207-yd)]);% akharin pin(i+3) cell balaii 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+6*900) a7 num2str(y207-yd)]); %sotoon bolande 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+6*900) a7 num2str(y207-yd)]); 

 
fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+6*900+192*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+6*900+192*s) a7 num2str(y207-900-yd)]);% akharin pin(i+3) cel paini 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+6*900) a7 num2str(y207-900-yd)]); % 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+6*900) a7 num2str(y207-900-yd)]); 

 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s \n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+900+32*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+900+32*s) a7 num2str(y47-yd)]);% pin(i-2) cell balaii 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+900) a7 num2str(y47-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+900) a7 num2str(y47-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+900+32*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]); 
fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+900+32*s) a7 num2str(y47-900-yd)]);% pin(i-2) cel paini 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+900) a7 num2str(y47-900-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+900) a7 num2str(y47-900-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+2*900+64*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+2*900+64*s) a7 num2str(y79-yd)]);% pin(i-1) cell balaii 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+2*900) a7 num2str(y79-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+2*900) a7 num2str(y79-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+2*900+64*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+2*900+64*s) a7 num2str(y79-900-yd)]);% pin(i-1) cell  paini 
fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+2*900) a7 num2str(y79-900-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+2*900) a7 num2str(y79-900-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+3*900+96*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+3*900+96*s) a7 num2str(y111-yd)]);% pin(i) cell balaii 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+3*900) a7 num2str(y111-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+3*900) a7 num2str(y111-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+3*900+96*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+3*900+96*s) a7 num2str(y111-900-yd)]);% pin(i) cell  paini 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+3*900) a7 num2str(y111-900-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+3*900) a7 num2str(y111-900-yd)]); 
 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+4*900+128*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+4*900+128*s) a7 num2str(y143-yd)]);% pin(i+1) cell balaii 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+4*900) a7 num2str(y143-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+4*900) a7 num2str(y143-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+4*900+128*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+4*900+128*s) a7 num2str(y143-900-yd)]);% pin(i+1) cell  paini 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+4*900) a7 num2str(y143-900-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+4*900) a7 num2str(y143-900-yd)]); 
 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+5*900+160*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+5*900+160*s) a7 num2str(y175-yd)]);% pin(i+2) cell balaii 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+5*900) a7 num2str(y175-yd)]);  
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fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+5*900) a7 num2str(y175-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+5*900+160*s) a7  num2str(yb0)]); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xd+5*900+160*s) a7 num2str(y175-900-yd)]);% pin(i+2) cell  paini 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+5*900) a7 num2str(y175-900-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+5*900) a7 num2str(y175-900-yd)]); 
 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n','setEdit -layer_vertical M2'); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xr+3*900) a7  num2str(yb0)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xr+3*900) a7 num2str(yr15-yd)]);% pin(i) right-cell balaii 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+3*900) a7 num2str(yr15-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+3*900) a7 num2str(yr15-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xr+3*900) a7  num2str(yb0)]); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+xr+3*900) a7 num2str(yr15-900-yd)]);% pin(i)right- cell  paini 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+3*900) a7 num2str(yr15-900-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+3*900) a7 num2str(yr15-900-yd)]); 

 
fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1-xr+3*900-699.5) a7  num2str(yb0)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1-xr+3*900-699.5) a7 num2str(yl15-yd)]);% pin(i) left-cell balaii 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+3*900-699.5) a7 num2str(yl15-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+3*900-699.5) a7 num2str(yl15-yd)]); 

 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1-xr+3*900-699.5) a7  num2str(yb0)]); 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1-xr+3*900-699.5) a7 num2str(yl15-900-yd)]);% pin(i) left- cell  paini 

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a5 num2str(x1+3*900-699.5) a7 num2str(yl15-900-yd)]);  

fprintf (fid,'%s\n', [a6 num2str(x1+3*900-699.5) a7 num2str(yl15-900-yd)]); 

 

yd=yd+1.12; 
%y0=y0-1.12; 

xd=xd+s; 

xr=xr+s 

yb0=yb0-sy; 

        end 

  

y15=y15+((-1)^(j))*19.88 

y47=y47+((-1)^(j))*19.88 

y79=y79+((-1)^(j))*20.16 

y111=y111+((-1)^(j))*20.16 

y143=y143+((-1)^(j))*20.16 

y175=y175+((-1)^(j))*19.88 
y207=y207+((-1)^(j))*19.88 

yr15=yr15+((-1)^(j+1))*20.16 

yl15=yl15+((-1)^(j+1))*19.88 

    end 

%x0=x0+900 

%y0= 1767.12 

%xd=25+*s 

%xr=2+9*16*s 

end 

fclose all; 
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Appendix I. Part of the manually routed representative column in the DEF 

format 
 

- whole_hb_reg\[21\]\[0\]\[8\] 

  ( u_drra_cell_24_1 inputs_sw_reg[216] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_24_0 inputs_sw_reg[216] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_23_1 inputs_sw_reg[184] ) 
  ( u_drra_cell_23_0 inputs_sw_reg[184] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_22_1 inputs_sw_reg[152] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_22_0 inputs_sw_reg[152] ) ( u_drra_cell_21_1 Rfaout_left[8] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_21_1 Rfaout_right[8] ) ( u_drra_cell_21_1 inputs_sw_reg[120] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_21_0 Rfaout_left[8] ) ( u_drra_cell_21_0 Rfaout_right[8] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_21_0 inputs_sw_reg[120] ) ( u_drra_cell_20_1 inputs_sw_reg[88] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_20_0 inputs_sw_reg[88] ) ( u_drra_cell_19_1 inputs_sw_reg[56] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_19_0 inputs_sw_reg[56] ) ( u_drra_cell_18_1 inputs_sw_reg[24] ) 

  ( u_drra_cell_18_0 inputs_sw_reg[24] ) 

  + FIXED metal7 ( 19161340 399240 ) ( 19200490 * ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19161340 399240 ) ( * 1177600 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal9 ( 19054340 1177600 ) ( 19161340 * ) VIA89_Def 
    NEW metal9 ( 19161340 1177600 ) ( 19939140 * ) VIA89_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19161340 1177600 ) ( * 1299240 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 19161340 1299240 ) ( 19200490 * ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19939140 409880 ) ( * 539240 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 19899990 409880 ) ( 19939140 * ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 19939140 539240 ) ( 19973540 * ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19939140 539240 ) ( * 1177600 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19939140 1177600 ) ( * 1309880 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 19899990 1309880 ) ( 19939140 * ) 

    NEW metal9 ( 19939140 1177600 ) ( 19973540 * ) VIA89_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 21699990 459440 ) ( 21811940 * ) VIA78_Def 
    NEW metal8 ( 21811940 459440 ) ( * 1177600 ) VIA89_Def 

    NEW metal9 ( 20892740 1177600 ) ( 21811940 * ) 

    NEW metal9 ( 21811940 1177600 ) ( 22731140 * ) VIA89_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 21811940 1177600 ) ( * 1359440 ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 21699990 1359440 ) ( 21811940 * ) 

    NEW metal7 ( 20799990 499200 ) ( 20892740 * ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 20892740 499200 ) ( * 1177600 ) VIA89_Def 

    NEW metal9 ( 19973540 1177600 ) ( 20892740 * ) 

    NEW metal8 ( 20892740 1177600 ) ( * 1399200 ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 20799990 1399200 ) ( 20892740 * ) 

    NEW metal7 ( 19899990 539240 ) ( 19939140 * ) 

    NEW metal8 ( 19973540 539240 ) ( * 1177600 ) 
    NEW metal7 ( 19899990 1439240 ) ( 19973540 * ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 19973540 1177600 ) ( * 1439240 ) 

    NEW metal7 ( 18999990 579280 ) ( 19054340 * ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 19054340 579280 ) ( * 1177600 ) VIA89_Def 

    NEW metal9 ( 18135140 1177600 ) ( 19054340 * ) 

    NEW metal8 ( 19054340 1177600 ) ( * 1479280 ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 18999990 1479280 ) ( 19054340 * ) 

    NEW metal7 ( 18099990 619320 ) ( 18135140 * ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 18135140 619320 ) ( * 1177600 ) VIA89_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 18135140 1177600 ) ( * 1519320 ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 18099990 1519320 ) ( 18135140 * ) 
    NEW metal8 ( 22731140 419400 ) ( * 1177600 ) 
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    NEW metal7 ( 22599990 419400 ) ( 22731140 * ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 17215940 1177600 ) ( * 1559360 ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal9 ( 17215940 1177600 ) ( 18135140 * ) 

    NEW metal8 ( 22731140 1177600 ) ( * 1319400 ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 22599990 1319400 ) ( 22731140 * ) 

    NEW metal7 ( 17199990 1559360 ) ( 17215940 * ) 
    NEW metal8 ( 17215940 659360 ) ( * 1177600 ) VIA89_Def 

    NEW metal7 ( 17199990 659360 ) ( 17215940 * ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19200490 399240 ) VIA56_Def 

    NEW metal5 ( 19200490 399240 ) VIA45_Def 

    NEW metal4 ( 19200490 399240 ) VIA34_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 19161340 399240 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 19161340 1177600 ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19200490 1299240 ) VIA56_Def 

    NEW metal5 ( 19200490 1299240 ) VIA45_Def 

    NEW metal4 ( 19200490 1299240 ) VIA34_HH 

    NEW metal6 ( 19899990 409880 ) VIA56_Def 

    NEW metal5 ( 19899990 409880 ) VIA45_Def 
    NEW metal4 ( 19899990 409880 ) VIA34_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 19899990 409880 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal8 ( 19939140 1177600 ) VIA78_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19899990 1309880 ) VIA56_Def 

    NEW metal5 ( 19899990 1309880 ) VIA45_Def 

    NEW metal4 ( 19899990 1309880 ) VIA34_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 19899990 1309880 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 21699990 459440 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 21699990 459440 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 21699990 1359440 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 21699990 1359440 ) VIA67_Def 
    NEW metal6 ( 20799990 499200 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 20799990 499200 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 20799990 1399200 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 20799990 1399200 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19899990 539240 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 19899990 539240 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 19899990 1439240 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 19899990 1439240 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 18999990 579280 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 18999990 579280 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 18999990 1479280 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 18999990 1479280 ) VIA67_Def 
    NEW metal6 ( 18099990 619320 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 18099990 619320 ) VIA67_Deff 

    NEW metal6 ( 18099990 1519320 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 18099990 1519320 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 22599990 419400 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 22599990 419400 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 22599990 1319400 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 22599990 1319400 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 17199990 1559360 ) VIA56_HH 

    NEW metal7 ( 17199990 1559360 ) VIA67_Def 

    NEW metal6 ( 17199990 659360 ) VIA56_HH 
    NEW metal7 ( 17199990 659360 ) VIA67_Def 


